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Abstract

Insufficient or incorrect software requirements will cause big loss in later stages of software development. To minimize loss, requirements quality assurance aims to gain requirements document of high quality. However, it is difficult to attain that purpose without knowledge of application domain. Current techniques of requirements quality assurance do not utilize domain knowledge for improving quality of requirements. To overcome this drawback, we propose an ontology-based verification method of software requirements. In the method, requirements ontology is a knowledge structure that contains functional requirements, their attributes and relations among them. To find errors in requirements document, software requirements are compared with information in the requirements ontology, then rules are used for reasoning of indispensable or inaccurate requirements. On the basis of the results, analysts can ask questions to customers and correctly and efficiently revise requirements. To support this method, an ontology-based verification tool of software requirements has been developed. Through experiments, we can show the effectiveness of requirements ontology in verification of software requirements.

On the other hand, the effect of ontology-based requirements verification depends on quality of requirements ontology. With the increasing size of ontology, it is difficult to verify the correctness of information stored in ontology. We then propose another method of using rules for verification of the correctness of requirements ontology. We provide a rule description language to specify properties that requirements ontology should satisfy. Then, by checking whether requirements ontology is consistent with specified rules, we verify the correctness of the ontology. We have developed a verification tool to support the method and evaluated the tool through experiments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The topic of this thesis is in software engineering field and focuses on improvement of quality of a software artifact: software requirements specification. Specifically the thesis presents an usage of requirements ontology to help enhancement of quality of software requirements specification. There are two studies: the first study is how to use requirements ontology to help that purpose, the second study is how to guarantee the quality of requirements ontology because that quality affects the performance of the first study. To provide an overview of the research topic, this chapter will explain problems to be addressed in the thesis and briefly touch upon solutions to them. The organization of the thesis will be also provided.

1.1 Problems Statement

There are two major reasons that make development of software of high quality difficult. The first reason is the nature of software: software is often single built product instead of mass production as in other industries [38]. Therefore, we often say software development, but not software production. The second reason is the complexity of nowadays software systems. For instance, operating systems such as Windows or Linux (being a software themselves) might consist of tens of thousands of components. Some components can be reused, but a lot of them are newly developed or customized. The difficulties in guarantee quality of all components and cooperating them smoothly cause troublesome for development of high quality software.

Since software is often built as a single instance, each time a new software is about to be developed, descriptions of the software should be collected and specified. These descriptions are called software requirements, which are statements of what the software should
do. The activities to gather and compose software requirements are named requirements engineering. The final output of requirements engineering is a requirements document which includes a list of detailly written software requirements.

Software requirements are important because if requirements were wrong, the software would be useless. Wrong requirements or lack of requirements will cause a lot of revisions or changes in latter phases of software development. Changes in requirements will take as a lot of efforts and budgets as late they are, so an important aim in requirements definition phase is getting as sufficient and correct requirements as possible. Studies have shown the cost to fix a requirements error could increase 100 times if fixing it in later phases of software development [3,11,25]. Another study found that it took average 30 minutes to fix a requirements error, but it cost five to 17 hours to correct a defect identified during system testing [22].

Because software requirements are important, it needs to guarantee quality of requirements document before moving on later phases of software development. That activity can be called requirements quality assurance. Main techniques for requirements quality assurance are: inspections and reviews, queries on a requirements database, animation-based validation, and formal verification [53]. Inspections and reviews are widely used, in which individual inspectors find errors in requirements document and then they meet to discuss. Queries technique is suitable for requirements in diagrammatic notations. Animation-based technique simulates working of software to find defects. The simulation-based validation transforms requirements to an executable format, so part of the requirements needs to be specified formally (formally means in a machine processable format). Formal methods are effective in verification of requirements document since they can be automated by tools, but these techniques demand that requirements must be specified formally.

However, there are still problems to the existing techniques for requirements quality assurance. Though inspections and reviews are common, if inspectors do not have domain knowledge, they might not detect errors in requirements documents. Lack of domain knowledge will lessen quality of requirements document and indirectly weaken quality of software product. With the complexity, diversity, and uncertainty (evolve very fast) of modern information systems, it is impossible for requirements engineers to have knowledge of every application domain. The usage of formal verification is still limited in certain systems which need high reliability [14, 55]. It is difficult for stakeholders to learn formal languages in order to understand specification documents (Stakeholders are people that will be affected by a system: customers, engineers, project managers, etc.). The translation from natural language to formal language required a lot of work-load and hardly implemented automatically [30]. Although there are many ways to write software requirements,
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using natural languages is still the best for stakeholders. Even diagrammatic presentations (used in queries technique) still require stakeholders to learn some notations, and not all customers of software systems are willing to learn them.

Fig. 1.1 summarises the above discussions. There exists the need of new requirements quality assurance technique which uses domain knowledge and should support checking of natural languages requirements.

Therefore, a first question to be solved in our research is: “Is it possible to support requirements quality assurance with a technique that utilizes domain knowledge and does not require writing software requirements in a special notation other than natural languages?”

In addition, if using that technique, the effectiveness of the method will depend on the correctness of the domain knowledge. Hence, a second research question is: “How to guarantee the correctness of the domain knowledge using in the answer of the first research question?” We expect that by using domain knowledge, we could detect more than 80% of errors in software requirements (a quantitative target).
1.2 Solution Approach

To answer the first research question above, we proposed an ontology-based verification method of software requirements. In the method, domain knowledge about existing software requirements is collected and stored in a repository named requirements ontology. Then requirements ontology is used for verification of new software requirements. To answer the second research question, we guarantee the correctness of requirements ontology with rules which specify accurate characteristics of an ontology. Fig. 1.2 introduces these studies in this thesis.

![Figure 1.2 Topics to be studied in this thesis.](image)

In the first study, verification of requirements will detect errors and improve quality of software requirements. Similarly, in the second study, verification of ontology will detect errors and improve quality of requirements ontology. The two studies are not separate but co-operative with each other in a common aim of improvement of quality of software requirements specification. In ontology-based requirements engineering, improving quality of ontology indirectly helps improving quality of software requirements. Fig. 1.3 presents an overview of the two studies: verification of requirements and verification of ontology.

Requirements ontology model has been studied at Software Engineering lab at Ritsumeikan University [35,43,51,68]. Requirements ontology contains a hierarchy of functional requirements in a problem domain. That hierarchy can be retrieved from existing software documents in the same domain or from knowledge of domain experts. To check software requirements which are written in natural languages, we compare requirements sentences with functional nodes in requirements ontology to find errors. Fig 1.4 illustrates these ideas. This approach meets the first research question in the above section which requires: usage of domain knowledge to check software requirements, and usage of natural languages to specify software requirements.
1.2 Solution Approach

To provide a solution to the second research question, we provide a rule-based verification method of the correctness of requirements ontology. We separate rule definition and rule interpretation, so new verification rules can be defined specifically for new requirements ontology. Fig. 1.5 presents this approach as a solution to the second research question.

Several issues to be studied in the research are:

1. How to use requirements ontology to detect errors in software requirements?
2. How to specify rules and how to use rules to detect errors in requirements ontology?
3. Which tools should be developed to support the methods?
4. How to evaluate the efficiency of the methods?

For issue 1, our ontology-based verification method works as follows. Firstly, each requirement sentence is mapped to a node in requirements ontology. Secondly, by using reasoning rules and knowledge stored in requirements ontology, errors in software requirements can be detected. Thirdly, errors are used to revise and improve requirements specification.

**Figure 1.3** An overview of verification of software requirements and verification of requirements ontology.
For issue 2, to detect errors in order to improve quality of requirements ontology, we specify verification rules from domain knowledge and general knowledge. Each rule specifies a characteristic that requirements ontology should satisfy. Rules are described according to rule templates, so we can use a rule interpreter to interpret rules when verifying requirements ontology against the rules. This solution to issue 2 is presented in Fig. 1.5.

For issue 3, we have developed two verification tools. The first verification tool which bases on Prolog has been developed to support the verification method of software requirements using requirements ontology. The second verification tool which includes a rule interpreter (as explained in above paragraph) is to support the verification method of requirements ontology using rules.

For issue 4, we evaluated the efficiency of the methods by conducting comparative experiments, in which one group of subjects used our methods and the other group did not. We expected that by using the methods, the number of errors detected would be more, and the quality of requirements specification and requirements ontology would be improved.

### 1.3 Outline of Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. The next chapter discusses background of the research in requirements engineering and ontology, reviews related works and compares with our works. Then Chapter 3 introduces requirements ontology model and construction of requirements ontology. Chapter 4 proposes ontology-based verification method of software
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Figure 1.5 An approach to solve the second research question.

requirements. To evaluate the method in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 presents several comparative experiments. In order to guarantee quality of requirements ontology, Chapter 6 provides a verification method of the correctness of requirements ontology. Chapter 7 will evaluate the method in Chapter 6 through experiments. Finally, Chapter 8 summarises research results and discusses future works.
This page intentionally left blank.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Works

In this chapter, we briefly explain the research area of this thesis, and propose using of several definitions of terminologies in this thesis. We then discuss recent related works and compare with our research.

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Software engineering

The original definition of software engineering was by Fritz Bauer in the first NATO conference of software engineering, 1968 [34]:

“Software engineering is the establishment and use of sound engineering principles in order to obtain economically software that is reliable and works efficiently on real machines.”

The definition emphasizes the applying of engineering principles to software development. The fact that many large software projects were over budget or behind schedule is named “software crisis.” To face with such crisis, engineering disciplines is applied to yield cost-effective software with good quality.

Another definition of software engineering by Sommerville [45]:

“Software engineering is an engineering discipline that is concerned with all aspects of software production from the early stage of system specification through to maintaining the system after it has gone into use.”

Sommerville’s definition also stresses on “engineering discipline” and covers “all aspects of software production.” It means that we should consider not only software process
but also tools and methods to support software process; not only product of software process (the runnable code) but also other artifacts of software process such as documents, management, etc.

Although applying software engineering techniques, many software projects still have problems such as late delivery or do not meet users’ needs. The reasons are not capability of software engineers or software processes which are applied, but problems with requirements of software systems [28]. If problems exist in software requirements, bigger issues will raise in latter phases of software development or in software product.

### 2.1.2 Software requirements

Software requirements are statements of characteristics that the software should have. Several examples of software requirements are as follows.

1. We want to build a students portal.
2. Customers can login our online web store using their usernames and passwords.
3. Students are forbidden to update his/her name, birthday, and student ID.
4. Our website should be implemented using PHP and MySQL.

Requirements can be general statement (as in example 1), functional description (as in example 2), constraint (as in example 3), or specific implementation (as in example 4). Wiegers discussed that a requirement statement might be classified into several types: business requirement, user requirement, system requirement, functional requirement, technical requirement, and constraint [63]. It depends on type of stakeholders who describe requirements.

Standing from point of view of software users, software requirements are descriptions of what the software should do. From side of software engineers, software requirements might include information of how to implement the system. Some authors claim that requirements should contain only what information, instead of how information. However, software requirements might contain a mixture of problem information, expected behavior of software, and environmental constraint which includes characteristic of running platform or deployment organization. If we strictly eliminate all how information from software requirements, subsequent design solution might conflict with constraints in requirements or regulation of the organization.
In this thesis, we use the definition of software requirements as ‘what should be implemented’, by Kotonya and Sommerville [27]. They consider a requirement as any statement of system service or constraint.

### 2.1.3 Requirements engineering

Requirements engineering is a set of techniques to discover, document, and maintain requirements of a system. The term “engineering” implies that systematic and repeatable techniques should be applied to attain requirements of high quality [46]. Though the techniques can be applied in development of software, hardware, or any type of systems, but most works in requirements engineering focused in “software-intensive system” [59]. Regardless of nature of a system whether it is hardware or software or other types, it can be considered as a machine. Therefore, requirements engineering techniques are not much different for software and non-software systems.

![Spiral Requirements Engineering Process](image)

**Figure 2.1** A spiral requirements engineering process [58].

Typical requirements engineering activities include: elicitation, evaluation, specification, and quality assurance. Requirements elicitation concerns with discovery of candidate requirements of the system-to-be (the system which is being developed). Requirements evaluation focuses on analysis and negotiation of elicited requirements. Requirements specification consists of organizing and writing agreed requirements in a requirements document. Requirements quality assurance consolidates requirements document with detection of errors in requirements document and fixing them. These activities have not to be linear, but can be spiral, as shown in Fig. 2.1. In the figure, requirements engineering activ-
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In this thesis, we focus on requirements quality assurance, but our study also support other activities such as requirements elicitation or requirements evaluation.

2.1.4 Requirements document

Requirements document is the output of requirements engineering process. It is an official statement of requirements of the system-to-be. Stakeholders agree on requirements document, and software developers base on requirements document to proceed to further steps in software development. Depending on organization, requirements document can be called “software requirements specification” (SRS), “functional specification”, “requirements definition” [26]. In this thesis, we abbreviate requirements document as SRS.

There is no global standard for writing SRS. Structure and style of SRS depend on organizations. IEEE std. 830-1998 is a common reference document when writing SRS [17]. An example of a recommended format of SRS is in Fig. 2.2.

Our research aims to improve quality of SRS, thus indirectly help improving quality of the software-to-be (the software which is being developed). The structure of SRS, as in Fig. 2.2, can be reviewed by human quickly. Instead of the structure, we focus on semantic of software requirements statements. In this thesis, we consider SRS as a list of software requirements. Each requirement is simply a statement (a sentence) of the software-to-be.

2.1.5 Requirements quality assurance

Writing SRS is not enough. We need to make sure that SRS is correct and good enough to serve as a basis for design, construction, and testing [62]. Lamsweerde summarised requirements quality assurance as follows [56] (italic texts are our inserted words).

“Requirements quality assurance consists of detecting defects in the requirements document (SRS), reporting them, analysing their cause and undertaking appropriate actions to fix them... The main target of this process is the completeness, consistency, adequacy, unambiguity, measurability and comprehensibility of SRS items. The later such defects are found with respect to these target qualities, the more costly their repair is.”

As described in Sect. 1.1, there are four major techniques in requirements quality assurance: inspections and reviews, queries on a requirements database, animation-based
validation, and formal verification [53]. However, there are still problems with existing
techniques. Inspections and reviews are widely used, but it does not utilize domain knowl-
dge. It is difficult for analysts to review SRS without domain knowledge of the software-
to-be, but it is not always possible to find analysts in a software project who have such
domain knowledge. The other three methods: queries, animation validation, and formal verification require the whole or a part of SRS written in special notations (diagram, formal specification). Instead of special notations, software stakeholders prefer using natural languages in SRS [30].

How to improve quality of SRS which is written in natural languages? The format of SRS and the conformance to standard should be check manually by requirements analysts, but how to check the semantics of requirements specification, especially the detail description of functionalities of the software-to-be (section 3 in Fig. 2.2). The semantic checking of functionalities demands domain understanding from analysts. In our research, we study how to support requirements quality assurance with domain knowledge. We also focus on requirements which are stated in natural languages.

There are two terminologies related to requirements quality assurance: validation and verification (e.g., animation validation, formal verification). Boehm has expressed the difference between them [5]:

- “Validation: Are we building the right product?”
- “Verification: Are we building the product right?”

According to Boehm’s descriptions, in software development, software validation ensures that software product meets user’s needs, while software verification ensures that software product has been built in conformance with requirements and design specifications.

In scope of requirements quality assurance, Lamsweerde discussed that requirements “should be validated with stakeholders in order to pinpoint inadequacies with respect to actual needs”; requirements “should also be verified against each other in order to find inconsistencies and omissions” [57]. Requirements validation means comparing SRS with customer needs, which demands the involvement of customers. Requirements verification means checking SRS against some standards. Between the two, verification is focused in this thesis.

The verb “verify” originates from two Latin words “vērus” and “facciō” meaning “true” and “make,” respectively [64]. It means “to confirm something as true.” In essence, “to verify” implies “to prove formally” (formally: in a machine processable form [54]). In this sense, “verification of software requirements” means proving formally that software requirements satisfy some quality standards.

We use the term “checking” to refer to general activities of confirmation of quality of software requirements. “To check” means “to see if something is correct or accurate”. Checking is a process of validation, verification, or confirmation.
In this thesis, we will cover verification of SRS both automatically and manually. In our research, verification of SRS are mainly methods for detection of errors in a list of software requirements. If no error exists, the requirements list satisfies quality standards.

Software requirements should be verified as soon as possible, but how early can verification of software requirements start? Wiegers stated that SRS should be inspected when requirements are just ten percent complete [61]. It means that we can start quality assurance activities even in requirements elicitation. The assumption that SRS includes a list of software requirements, besides advantage of independence of structure of SRS, has another strength that we can also apply our verification method to a list of elicited requirements or a list of initial requirements in early stages of requirements engineering.

### 2.1.6 Ontology

Ontology, or the nature of being, originally refers to the question “what kinds of things exist” [44]. The topic has been studied by philosophers from ancient time. When Aristotle studied about “essence of thing”, he established a system of categories to classify things in the world [8]. Through a numerous other researches, gradually ontology represents abstract form of organizations and systems in universe. To philosophers, ontology is a classification of categories [13].

To engineers, ontology has to be in a machine processable language [50]. In information community, a recent definition of ontology by Gruber is gained some agreement [12]:

> “An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization for a domain of interest.”

The above short definition expresses three informations. Firstly, an ontology is specified formally, meaning in a machine processable format. Secondly, an ontology contains shared conceptualization which means agreement on concepts. Thirdly, an ontology is for a domain of interest.

In practice, general ontology model includes classes (concepts), attributes, and relations. Fig. 2.3 displays a representation of the model.

However, in some implementations, an attribute can be also considered as a class, and there exists a relation of hasAttribute between a parent class and an attribute class. For example, Pizza ontology is a popular example of ontology\(^1\). A part of class diagram for Pizza ontology is displayed in Fig. 2.4. The Pizza ontology includes common classes

\(^1\)http://www.co-ode.org/ontologies/pizza/
related to Pizza cookie such as PizzaBase, PizzaTopping, SpicyPizza, VegetarianPizza, and so on. The class Pizza has relation of hasTopping with the class PizzaTopping and relation of hasBase with the class PizzaBase.

What ontology is used for? Clearly we see that ontology is reuse-oriented. Ontology is used as a dictionary which includes vocabularies in a domain and specification of meanings of the vocabularies. Ontology can be used as a reference book when you work in a domain but lack knowledge of the domain.

In our research, we focus on using ontology to support requirements engineering. We will propose a type of ontology to support requirements elicitation or verification (which will be explained in Chapter 3).

As a conclusion of this section, we summarise a list of short definitions of several terms in Table 2.1. Though there are many other ways of definitions, in this thesis we make agreement to use these meanings of terms.
Table 2.1 A list of short definitions of several terms in this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a requirement</td>
<td>any statement of system service or constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>a list of software requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to check</td>
<td>to see if something is correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verification</td>
<td>check something against standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ontology</td>
<td>classification of categories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Related Works

There are several related works in requirements engineering using ontology. Some works focuses on early stage—the construction of ontology [2, 6, 69], and some others supports requirements elicitation [9, 19, 23, 24, 32, 67, 72], and some works relate to ontology-based detection of errors in software requirements [29, 70, 71].

2.2.1 Researches support construction of ontology

Some works focused on the construction of ontology. Breitman and Leite used language extended lexicon (LEL) to represent terms and phrases in application language, and then proposed framework to construct ontology [6]. Similarly, Zhang, Mei, and Zhao provided feature diagram to represent domain knowledge [69]; Bao et al. proposed maintenance framework for domain ontology with focus on formal representation of process changes [2].

The above three researches focused on construction of ontology, but did not focus on using ontology to detect errors in software requirements like our research.

2.2.2 Researches support requirements elicitation

A number of researchers have explored the usage of ontology to support requirements elicitation, notably Kaiya, Saeki, Kitamura and colleagues proposed ontology-based requirements elicitation method [19, 23]. Their method proposed general rules for requirements elicitation, but did not provide user definition rules for detection of errors of requirements belonging to specific domains, as described in Section 4.5. Kluge et al. described business requirements and software characteristics in terms of ontology, somewhat similar to our representation of functional requirements in ontology [24]. Their method helps busi-
ness people to compare and match their functional requirements with functions of available commercial software products, and choose a suitable one. Zong-yong and colleagues divided ontology into multiple stages: domain ontology, task ontology, and application ontology [72]. Domain users participate in the requirements elicitation by fill in the questionnaires directed by ontology, but the method does not describe how to reason new requirements. Dobson, Hall, and Kotonya proposed non-functional requirements ontology to be used to discover non-functional requirements [9]. Our ontology model also contains non-functional requirements and also supports elicitation of those requirements. Xiang et al. divided initial requirements to a list of goal; each goal is narrowed down to a list of sub-goals [67]. Using relation among goals, they can refine initial requirements. Similarly, Liu and colleagues used ontology model consisted of actor, goal, task to do reasoning [32], but their approach is more formal than our research.

The above researches focused on elicitation using ontology, but their methods did not support detection of 4W1H errors, redundant errors, and off-topic errors in SRS; especially their methods did not allow user definition rules like our method (The terms: 4W1H, redundant, off-topic errors, and user definition rules will be explained in Chapter 4).

### 2.2.3 Researches support detection of errors in software requirements

Some literatures related to detection of errors in requirements. Zong-yong and colleagues represented requirements model as UML diagrams and checked the model using domain ontology and rules [71]. Zhu and Jin proposed method to detect inconsistency in requirements using state transition diagram [70]. Kroha and colleagues transform static parts of UML diagrams to ontology and find inconsistency [29].

The above three researches focused on checking diagrammatic elements in requirements specification, but they did not focus on improvement of quality of requirements which are stated in natural languages.
Chapter 3

Requirements Ontology

This chapter will introduce requirements ontology model which derives from previous research [35, 43, 51, 68], then it discusses how to construct requirements ontology with illustration by examples and a supporting tool.

3.1 Requirements Ontology Model

At the initial phase of software development, customers usually think about desired system in terms of functionality and usability: “Which functions does the system provide? What are steps for using it?” Their views are from outside the system; structures of the system might be invisible to users, but interfaces and functionalities are more perceptible to them. For example, customers may state their needs like: “We want to manage insurance records of our customers.” However, customers might not understand their own requirements very well, and software engineers might misinterpret what customers have said [39]. In that case, knowledge in certain problem domain is very useful since it helps analysts to elicit correct and sufficient requirements. For example, analysts of insurance system know that the function “manage insurance records” implies four functions: “add records”, “retrieve records”, “edit records”, and “delete records.” This knowledge of functions can be stored in advance, in which each function can have descriptions, and scenarios of using it. Functions might have relations, which are helpful in requirements elicitation, for example: function “edit records” requires function “save records”; function “delete records” may require function “undelete records.” Relations among functions will help analysts and stakeholders of software systems elicit requirements methodologically and do not miss functions that are needed.

To store requirements knowledge of software functions in a domain, we propose re-
requirements ontology model. Requirements ontology is a type of domain ontology (domain ontology is an ontology of a certain domain knowledge), but it is specialized for supporting requirements engineering. It consists of functions structure and attributes of functions of software systems. Our requirements ontology meta-model is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. As discussing in the above paragraph, from users’ point of view, functional requirements of a system-to-be often refer to actions and objects, as verbs and nouns. Therefore, each functional requirement that includes one verb and several nouns becomes a node in requirements ontology, and relations including inheritance and aggregation can represent a functional structure of systems of a certain domain. We provide other four relations: complement, supplement, inconsistency, and redundancy which are explained below.

- **Complement**: If functional requirements A and B have a relation of complement, when A is deleted, B also has to be deleted. In addition, when A is added, it is necessary to add B. The opposite also holds. Using complementary relation, we can detect lack of mandatory functional requirements.

- **Supplement**: If functional requirement A supplements functional requirement B, when B is deleted, A also has to be deleted. In addition, B can appear independently in requirements specification, while A cannot appear independently. Using supplementary relation, we can detect optional functional requirements.

- **Exclusion**: When functional requirements A and B are exclusive, both A and B should not exist in a requirements document. In other words, if A exists in an SRS, then B should not exist in the requirements document and vice versa. Using this relation, we can detect inconsistent functional requirements.
• Redundancy: When functional requirements A and B are redundant, both A and B can exist in an SRS, but modification of only A may lead to be inconsistent between modified A and B. So, we can detect potential inconsistency with this relation between two functional requirements and modification of just one of them.

Functional requirements can include other information such as agent of function (who), location of function (where), time to do function (when), reason of function (why), and method to do function (how), and non-functional requirements (NFR). The five factors (who, where, when, why, how) are called 4W1H attributes of functional requirements. The 4W1H and NFR attributes are illustrated in bottom of Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.2 shows an example of a part of requirements ontology of university portal site. The requirements ontology contains a hierarchy of functions of university portal site; some of the functions are: “search courses, register courses, cancel courses” and so on. The function “register courses” has sub-functions such as: “register main courses”, and “register subsidiary courses”. The two functions “register courses” and “cancel courses” have a relation of complement which means that they should both exist in a requirements specification. If a software allows students to register courses, it should allow students to cancel courses. However, the software might have the function “print registration results” since it is supplementary to the function “register courses”. Figure 3.2 also shows examples of 4W1H attributes (who, when, where, why, how) and NFR for the function “register courses”, e.g., “portal” is value of the attribute “where” of the function “register courses”.

Figure 3.2 A part of the requirements ontology of university portal site
3.2 Construction of Requirements Ontology

Requirements ontology, as in Fig. 3.2, can be built by some ways. One way is to analyze manual documents of existing software systems in the application domain. Another way is to construct a hierarchy of functions and attributes of functions directly by interviewing with domain experts.

User-guide documents usually include list of functions of software systems and guideline about how to use the functions, so we can extract from these documents list of functions and usage context of functions: agent, method, time, location, reason. These informations can be used to build requirements ontology. The extraction of these informations from manual documents has been studied at Software Engineering lab, Ritsumeikan University [51, 68]. There also has another study of how to use these informations to construct requirements ontology [20].

However, the detail of development of requirements ontology is out of scope of this thesis. We suppose that requirements ontology already exists, and use it for verification of quality of requirements specification.

3.3 An Editor Tool of Requirements Ontology

To support construction and management of requirements ontology, an ontology editor tool has been developed. This tool was written with Java, and was two person-months product; the number of source code lines was 7,576. The original of the tool was developed for ontology in Japanese by Sakamoto at Software Engineering lab, Ritsumeikan University [43]. Based on Japanese version, we also developed an English version of the ontology editor tool. Fig. 3.3 shows a screenshot of the ontology editor which allows creating and managing requirements ontology. In the figure, the visual view of requirements ontology is on the left, and the attributes of functions and relations among functions are on the right.

In the tool, requirements ontology is described with OWL [65]. A part of requirements ontology of university portal site in OWL format is shown in the left part of Fig. 3.4. That part of OWL file contains specification for the function “register courses”. The OWL specification in the figure describes that: the functional requirement “register courses” is a sub-function of “student portal”; “register courses” has when attribute as “begin semesters”; “register courses” has a complementary relation with the function “cancel courses”.

Figure 3.3 Screenshot of requirements ontology editor.
Figure 3.4 An example of OWL format for storing of requirements ontology.
Chapter 4

Ontology-based Verification Method of Software Requirements

In our ontology-based verification method, software requirements will be compared with functional nodes in the requirements ontology to find errors. This chapter will explain the techniques of how to compare requirements with ontology and how to detect errors in requirements. Firstly, we discuss type of errors in software requirements that we can detect with requirements ontology. Secondly, we propose a framework of ontology-based verification of software requirements. Thirdly, we illustrate a simple example of finding lack of requirements using requirements ontology. Fourthly, we explain a guideline as a simple approach of verification method which can be applied manually. Fifthly, we elaborate verification method with reasoning rules. Finally, we present a supporting tool for the method which has been developed.

4.1 Types of Errors in Software Requirements

What errors can appear in software requirements? What are characteristics of a good requirements specification? Boehm has stated that major quality attributes of software specification are: “complete, consistent, feasible, testable” [4]. In the IEEE std. 830-1998 “Recommended Practice for Software Requirements Specifications,” it is recommended that a good SRS should be: “correct, unambiguous, complete, consistent, ranked for importance and/or stability, verifiable, modifiable, traceable” [17]. Pressman wrote in his popular “Software Engineering” book that problems such as “contradictions, ambiguities, vagueness, incompleteness, and mixed levels of abstraction” can exist in requirements specification [40]. In this thesis, we focus on some types of common errors in SRS that can be
detected using requirements ontology. They are: incorrectness, incompleteness, inconsistency, ambiguity, redundancy.

- **Incorrectness**: A SRS is correct if all requirements states about what the software shall meet [17]. A requirement might be any description of the software being developed. So if a requirement is not a description of the software, the requirement might be incorrect. However, it is claimed that “there is no tool or procedure that ensures correctness” [17]. Requirements validation only raises the possibility that the specification will meet the real need of customers [47]. For example, a statement that an online store will serve an unlimited number of customers concurrently is considered incorrect since it is unrealistic.

- **Incompleteness**: A SRS is incomplete if it lacks requirements that are needed. For example, a SRS of an online store software which does not contain description of a function which allows customers to buy products is considered incomplete. Incompleteness is one of the most common problems in requirements specification [40].

- **Inconsistency**: In a SRS, two requirements are inconsistent if they conflict with each other [48]. For example, one requirement states that warning message should be in red color while another requirement says that the message should be yellow [31].

- **Ambiguity**: A requirement is ambiguous if it can be understood in several ways [40]. For example, a statement in SRS of library software: “Almost everyone can borrow things from our library.” In that statement, who is “almost everyone”: user, student, or people in the town; what are “things” in the library: book, magazine, or video tape? That statement is considered ambiguous.

- **Redundancy**: Repeated requirements or requirements which express the same meaning in SRS are redundant. However, elimination of redundant items from SRS is not always strictly forced. The reason is that sometimes if a requirement is stated only once, and many other places refer to the requirement, the documents becomes difficult to read. In that case, it is recommended to repeat a short version of the requirement and put a reference in parenthesis [31].

### 4.2 A Verification Framework

We suppose that requirements ontology is already built for an application domain, then we use the requirements ontology to detect above types of errors in SRS. In our method,
SRS are described as a list of sentences. Each sentence is mapped to a node in requirements ontology. After mapping, we use relations and information in ontology for reasoning to find lacking functions or incorrect descriptions of functions. Based on detected errors, we can revise and improve quality of software requirements. Fig. 4.1 presents an ontology-based verification framework of software requirements.

Figure 4.1 An ontology-based verification framework of software requirements.

In this thesis, we focus on clarification of the two activities: mapping requirements to ontology and reasoning for detection of errors in software requirements. The third activity—revising requirements based on errors—is similar to other existing requirements quality assurance techniques (e.g., inspections and reviews).

4.3 A Preliminary Example

We will show a simple example to explain the above verification framework. Firstly, we map requirements sentences to requirements ontology. For examples, a requirement “Student can register for courses online” is mapped to node “Register courses” in ontology model of university portal site, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

After mapping, we use relations in ontology for reasoning errors in requirements list. In Fig. 4.2, using relation of complement, the function “Cancel course” should be added to requirements list. Similarly, through relation of supplement, the function “Print registration
results” is optionally added. For optional functions, requirements team can discuss with software stakeholders whether adding them to requirements specification. After doing so, the requirements list will be more complete. In addition, by comparing 4W1H information of requirements sentences with 4W1H attributes of function nodes in requirements ontology, lack or wrong descriptions of 4W1H in requirements can be detected. For example, after mapping a requirement sentence as in Fig. 4.2, we compare “students” with “learners”, “online” with “portal”, which are attributes “who” and “where” of the function “Register courses”, respectively. If these phrases are not equivalent, the requirements should be revised. Moreover, the ontology node “Register courses” has NFR attribute about the maximum number of concurrent users, so the requirements specification of students portal should refer to this issue.

In this way, we can detect lack of indispensable requirements and improve the completeness and correctness of software requirements specifications.

4.4 A Guideline for Verification of Software Requirements using Requirements Ontology

We provide a guideline for ontology-based verification of software requirements. The guideline follows verification framework in Sect. 4.2. In the guideline, firstly, we map software requirements to nodes in requirements ontology. Secondly, we can detect several
4.4 A Guideline for Verification of Software Requirements

type of errors in software requirements as following strategies.

- Incorrectness: We can try to identify potentially incorrect requirements of a software-to-be such as requirements which might be out of scope of the domain. A requirement which does not map to any node in requirements ontology might be out of scope. We find such not-mapped requirements and evaluate if they are out of scope (off-topic) of the software problem.

- Incompleteness: We can detect lack of functional requirements in SRS using the relations among functions in ontology (Fig. 3.2). For example, in Fig. 4.2, we detect the lack of function “Cancel courses” through the relation of complement between two functions “Register courses” and “Cancel courses”.

- Inconsistency: To find inconsistent requirements, we search for two requirements mapping to a same node in requirements ontology but having contradict meaning, or two requirements mapping to two functions and having a relation of exclusion.

- Ambiguity: We can find potentially ambiguous requirements by searching for requirements which map to several separate nodes in requirements ontology. Such requirements might be ambiguous since they might express several different functions. We then evaluate if these requirements are really ambiguous.

- Redundancy: We detect redundancy requirements by finding two requirements mapping to a same node in requirements ontology and evaluate if they express the same meaning. If so, the two requirements are redundant. We also search for two requirements which map to two nodes in requirements ontology which have a relation of redundancy.

- 4W1H errors: We compare 4W1H information in requirements statements with 4W1H attributes in requirements ontology to find lack or wrong description of these attributes. We can classify 4W1H errors into the above types of errors (incorrectness, incompleteness, inconsistency), but in order to see the effect of 4W1H attributes in errors detection, we keep this type of errors separately.

Fig. 4.3 summarizes method for finding the above potential errors in SRS using requirements ontology. However, the detected problems are just possibility of errors and should be checked again by human.

Fig. 4.4 show the guideline which includes seven steps. In step (1), each requirement in SRS is mapped to functions in requirements ontology. In step (2), 4W1H information
Figure 4.3 Method for detection several types of errors in SRS using requirements ontology.

In requirements are compared with 4W1H attributes in ontology to find errors of wrong or lacking specification of 4W1H. If a function in ontology specifies 4W1H attributes, the mapping requirement should also specify a similar 4W1H information. In step (3), incomplete errors are detected by using relations of complement, supplement, inheritance, and aggregation in ontology. After that, in step (4), two requirements mapping to a same function, or two requirements mapping to two functions having a redundant relation, are detected and evaluated if they are redundant. Step (5) is for finding inconsistent errors: two requirements mapping to two exclusive functions in ontology might be inconsistent; two requirements mapping to a same function but having contradict information might also be inconsistent. In step (6), ambiguous errors are detected by finding requirements mapping to two separate functions and evaluating if they have multiple meanings. In step (7), requirements which do not map to any function in ontology will be evaluated if they are out of scope of application problem (off-topic errors).
Guideline for verification of requirements using ontology: Use following checking table and seven steps under it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Mapping to functions</td>
<td>4W1H errors</td>
<td>Lacking potential functions</td>
<td>Redundant with</td>
<td>Contradict with</td>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>Off-topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Map each requirement to functions in ontology

(2) 4W1H errors: Compare 4W1H in requirements and 4W1H in ontology and find errors:
   (a) If ontology describes 4W1H, requirements should also describe about 4W1H, otherwise they might lack 4W1H information.
   (b) If both ontology and requirements have 4W1H information, they should be similar, otherwise they might be wrong 4W1H.

(3) Incomplete errors: Find lacking functions of potential function:
   (a) If a parent function in ontology has been in SRS, its sub-functions might be also in SRS.
   (b) If a function in ontology has been in SRS, other functions having relations of complement with it should be in SRS, and functions having relations of supplement or inheritance with it might also be in SRS.
   (c) Use transitive relations, e.g., if function A is in SRS, and A complements B, and B supplements C, then both B and C should be in SRS.

(4) Redundant errors: Find two requirements mapping to a same function, or two requirements mapping to two redundant functions, then evaluate if they are the same meaning (redundant).

(5) Inconsistent errors: Find two requirements mapping to a same function, or two requirements mapping to two exclusive functions, then evaluate if they have inconsistent meanings.

(6) Ambiguous errors: Find requirements mapping to two functions, then evaluate if they are ambiguous.

(7) Off-topic errors: Find requirements not mapping to any function, then evaluate if they are out of scope of SRS.

**Figure 4.4** A guideline for verification of software requirements using requirements ontology.
The above detections of potential errors use some assumptions: a requirement which does not map to any node in ontology might be off-topic; two requirements mapping to a same node in ontology might be redundant or inconsistent depending on whether they express similar or contradict meanings; a requirement mapping to two different nodes in ontology might have two meanings and might be ambiguous. The method detects potential problems in SRS that might be errors; human will check those potential problems finally whether they are errors.

For example, Table 4.2 shows verification steps of the requirement statement “Students can register for courses online.” The requirement is mapped to function “Register courses” in step 1. In step 2, we compare 4W1H information of the requirement with 4W1H attributes of the function “Register courses”, and we detect the lack of when and NFR attributes. In step 3, through relations of complement and supplement, we find the possibility of lack of functions: “Cancel courses, Print registration results”.

4.4.1 A case study

To illustrate the application of above guideline, we apply the method for verification of an SRS of online web store. An example of SRS for online web store software is listed as follows.

\begin{enumerate}
  \item \textit{R1. Customers can purchase commodities through our online store.}
  \item \textit{R2. Customers can make payment on delivery of commodities.}
  \item \textit{R3. We will be informed when the store is nearly empty.}
  \item \textit{R4. Customer can select commodity to buy from our online catalogues.}
  \item \textit{R5. We require customers to pay in advance.}
  \item \textit{R6. Customers can upload images of commodities they like.}
  \item \textit{R7. We want to send emails of new commodities to customers.}
  \item \textit{R8. Customers can cancel buying products if they want.}
  \item \textit{R9. We want to find potential customers and introduce them our store.}
  \item \textit{R10. We want to sum up the number of products left in store.}
\end{enumerate}

Table 4.1 shows an example of a part of requirements ontology for an online store. This ontology represents a case where an online store has several functions such as “F.1 Place order, F.2 Process order, F.3 Manage inventory, F.4 Manage customers relation” and so on. The function “F.1 Place order” has sub-functions: “F.1.1 Search commodity, F.1.2 Select commodity, F.1.3 Remove commodity, F.1.4 Change quantity of commodity…” The function “F.1.2 Select commodity” and the function “F.1.3 Remove commodity” have relationship of complement: if an online store allows customers to select products to add to
order, it should allow customers to remove products from order. However, the software might have the function “F.1.4 Change quantity of commodity” since it supplements to the function “F.1.2 Select commodity.” Table 4.1 also shows 4W1H attributes (who, when, where, why, how) for some functions, e.g., “customer” is value of who attribute of the function “F.1 Place order.”

**Table 4.1** A part of requirements ontology of online store.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>4W1H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.1 Place order</td>
<td>c F.2</td>
<td>Who: customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.1 Search commodity</td>
<td>s F.1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.2 Select commodity</td>
<td>c F.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.3 Remove commodity</td>
<td>c F.1.2</td>
<td>When: order is not finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.4 Change quantity of commodity</td>
<td>s F.1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.5 View order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.6 Input shipping address</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.7 Pay order</td>
<td>c F.2.1</td>
<td>How: bank transfer, credit card, payment on delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.8 Cancel order</td>
<td>c F.2.3</td>
<td>When: order is not yet shipped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2 Process order</td>
<td>c F.1</td>
<td>Who: staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.1 Process payment</td>
<td>c F.2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.2 Process shipment</td>
<td>c F.2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.3 Process cancellation</td>
<td>c F.1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3 Manage inventory</td>
<td>s F.1, F.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.1 Update category</td>
<td>c F.3.2</td>
<td>Who: staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.2 Update commodity</td>
<td>c F.3.1</td>
<td>Who: staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.3 Statistic commodity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4 Manage customers relation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4.1 Register customer account</td>
<td>s F.4.2</td>
<td>Who: customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4.2 Send email to customer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Who: staff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation of relations: c - complement, s - supplement

Table 4.3 shows examples of verification of the SRS of online store using the guideline in Fig. 4.4. In step (1), above requirements (R1–R10) are mapped to ontology as shown in the column “Mapping to functions” of Table 4.3. For example, requirement R1 “Customers can purchase commodities through our online store.” is mapped to function “F.1.2 Select commodity” in ontology; requirement R2 “Customers can make payment on delivery of commodities.” is mapped to function “F.1.7 Pay order,” and so on.
Table 4.2 Examples of verification of a requirement of student portal site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Mapping to functions</td>
<td>4W1H errors</td>
<td>Lacking potential functions</td>
<td>Redundant with</td>
<td>Contradict with</td>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>Off-topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students can register for course online</td>
<td>Register courses</td>
<td>Lack When, Lack NFR</td>
<td>Cancel courses, Print registration results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 Examples of verification of SRS of online store using requirements ontology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Mapping to functions</td>
<td>4W1H errors</td>
<td>Lacking potential functions</td>
<td>Redundant with</td>
<td>Contradict with</td>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>Off-topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>F.1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>F.1.1, F.1.3, F.1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>F.1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>F.2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>F.3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>F.1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>F.1.1, F.1.3, F.1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>F.1.7</td>
<td>lack How</td>
<td>F.2.1, F.2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>F.3.2</td>
<td>wrong Who</td>
<td>F.3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>F.4.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>F.4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>F.1.3, F.1.8</td>
<td>lack When</td>
<td>F.2.3, F.1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>F.3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In step (2), 4W1H information in requirements are compared with 4W1H attributes in ontology to detect the lacking or wrong description. For example, requirement R5 “We require customers to pay in advance.” is mapped to the function “F.1.7 Pay order”; the function F.1.7 in ontology specifies how attribute, but requirement R5 does not specify how to pay, so requirement R5 might lack description of how attribute. Requirement R6 “Customers can upload images of commodities they like.” is mapped to the function “F.3.2 Update commodity” in ontology, and the requirement R6 specifies the agent of the action as “customers”, but the function F.3.2 in ontology specifies who attribute as “staff”, so requirement R6 might have wrong description of who attribute. The results of 4W1H errors are listed in column (2) of Table 4.3.

In step (3), incomplete errors are detected by reasoning with relations among functions in ontology. For instance, requirement R1 is mapped to function F.1.2, but in requirements ontology of online store in Table 4.1, function F.1.2 has complement relation with function F.1.3, so function F.1.3 should be in SRS (mandatory function). In addition, function F.1.1 and function F.1.4 supplement the function F.1.2, so the two functions F.1.1 and F.1.4 might be added to SRS (optional functions). The reasoning method for finding incomplete errors is similar to other requirements.

In step (4), redundant errors are detected by finding two or more requirements mapping to a same function and having the same meaning. Both requirements R1 and R4 are mapped to the function F.1.2, and they express similar meanings, so they might be redundant. Requirements R3 and R10 also might be redundant since they are both mapped to the same function F.3.3. The method detects potential problems that might be errors, and human will check these problems finally.

In step (5), inconsistent errors are detected by finding two requirements mapping to a same function but having contradict meanings. Requirement R2 “Customers can make payment on delivery of commodities” and R5 “We require customers to pay in advance” are both mapped to the function “F.1.7 Pay order”, but R2 and R5 have contradict meanings, so they are inconsistent.

In step (6), ambiguous errors are detected by finding requirements mapping to two separate functions. Requirement R8 “Customers can cancel buying products if they want.” is mapped to two functions: “F.1.3 Remove commodity” and “F.1.8. Cancel order”, so requirement R8 might be ambiguous.

In step (7), off-topic errors are detected by finding requirements not mapping to any node in ontology. Requirement R9 “We want to find potential customers and introduce them our store.” is not mapped to any function in ontology, so R9 might be out of scope of online store software.
To provide a more visual illustration of the above detection steps, Fig 4.5 shows the mapping and errors detection for some requirements in the SRS of online store. For example, in the figure, requirements R1 and R4 map to a same function “Select commodity”, and they have similar meanings, so R1 and R4 are redundant. Requirements R2 and R5 map to a same node “Pay order”, but they have contradict meanings, so R2 and R5 are inconsistent. Requirement R8 maps to two function “Remove commodity” and “Cancel order”, so it might be ambiguous. Requirement R9 does not map to any node in requirements ontology, so R9 might be out of scope of the software-to-be (off-topic).

![Figure 4.5 Illustration of detection of errors in some requirements of online store.](image)

Based on the checking sheet as in Table 4.3, the checking results of SRS of online store are summarised and listed in Fig. 4.6. In total, there are three 4W1H errors, nine incomplete errors, two redundant errors, one inconsistent error, one ambiguous error, and one off-topic error.

This sub-section has described a guideline for detection of errors in requirements specification. However, with a large ontology and requirements specification, the verification process will require a lot of efforts. Therefore, the verification process should be supported by a reasoning mechanism such as using rules which can be automated by tool. The next section will discuss about reasoning of potential errors in software requirements using rules.
I. 4W1H errors (lacking or wrong description of functional requirements):
   - R5: (lack How) Which methods of payment are provided? Credit card, bank transfer?
   - R6: (wrong Who) Staff, instead of customer, should upload image of products.
   - R8: (lack When) Customer may cancel order only if the order has not yet shipped.

II. Incomplete errors (lacking functions):
   - F.1.1. Search commodity
   - F.1.3. Remove commodity
   - F.1.4. Change quantity of commodity
   - F.2.1. Process payment
   - F.2.2. Process shipment
   - F.2.3. Process cancellation
   - F.3.1. Update category
   - F.3.2. Update commodity
   - F.4.1. Register customer account

III. Redundant errors (duplicate requirements):
   - R1 and R4 seem the same.
   - R3 and R10 refer to the same function of statistic commodity

IV. Inconsistent errors (contradict requirements):
   - R5 contradicts with R2: pay in advance and pay on delivery.

V. Ambiguous errors (multiple-meaning requirements):
   - R8 seems to express two functions: remove commodity from order and cancel order

VI. Off-topic errors (out of scope requirements):
   - R9 seems not a function of online store system.

Figure 4.6 Checking results of SRS of online store using requirements ontology.

4.5 Detail Verification Method of Software Requirements using Requirements Ontology

In general, software requirements are compared with functional nodes in the requirements ontology, then rules are used to find errors in requirements. On the basis of the results, requirements team can ask questions to customers in order to revise requirements.

In detail, each requirement sentence is parsed to get a list of verb and nouns, then the list is compared and mapped to a node in requirements ontology with the help of a thesaurus. For examples, a requirement “Student can register for courses online” is parsed to get a list of verb and noun as {V: register, N: courses}, and then mapped to node “register courses”
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in ontology model, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7.

![Diagram of requirements parsing and mapping to ontology]

**Figure 4.7** An example of parsing requirements and mapping to ontology.

After mapping, we use rules to find errors in SRS (rules will be described later). We summarize the detail method of ontology-based verification of software requirements as four main stages as follows:

1. Parse software requirements;
2. Map requirements to nodes in ontology;
3. Detect errors in requirements using ontology and rules;
4. Interpret results, suggest revising requirements.

Rules are necessary for verification of requirements specification because new rules of a specific system can be used to verify SRS of the system more precisely. We separately provide rules interpreter and rules, because it becomes easy to add new rules. Before describing rules for checking requirements in the following section, we will define some terms related to rules as follows.

- **Users**: are users of software systems.
- **Users of the verification method**: are people who want to verify requirements specification documents; they can be requirements elicitors, analysts, managers, or stakeholders. We refer to users of the method briefly as analysts.
- **Domain independent rules**: are applied to requirements belonging to any domains. Domain independent rules are provided in advance.
- **User definition rules**: are specified by analysts. User definition rules include domain specific rules and system specific rules.
- **Domain specific rules**: are used to verify requirements belonging to each specific
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domain.

- System specific rules: are used to verify specific requirements documents of a specific system.

4.5.1 Rules definition

Figure 4.8 introduces some notations to describe rules, e.g., the fact that a function X is in the requirements specification is denoted by inSRS(X).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MO(R → X)</td>
<td>requirements R is mapped to ontology node X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inSRS(X)</td>
<td>function X is already in requirements specification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shouldbeInSRS(X)</td>
<td>function X is mandatory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maybeInSRS(X)</td>
<td>function X is optional.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maybeIncorrect(R), maybeAmbiguous(R)</td>
<td>requirements R may be incorrect, or ambiguous, respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maybeInconsistent(R, S)</td>
<td>requirements R and S may be inconsistent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maybeRedundant(R, S)</td>
<td>either requirements R or S may be redundant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relation(X, Y)</td>
<td>there is a relation between X and Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hasWho(X, WX)</td>
<td>function X has who attribute as WX.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hasWhere(), hasWhen(), hasWhy(), hasHow(), hasNFR()</td>
<td>similar to hasWho().</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shouldSimilar(WR, WX)</td>
<td>the two terms WR and WX should be similar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lackWho(R)</td>
<td>requirements R is lacking information about the agents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lackWhen(), lackWhere(), lackWhy(), lackHow(), lackNFR()</td>
<td>similar to lackWho().</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.8 Predicates used in rules.

Rules describe conditions for whether adding, deleting, or revising a function in requirements list. It depends on the type of relations that a node in ontology has with other nodes which have already been in requirements specification. From relations and functional requirements already in specification, rules will help to find incomplete, inconsistent, or redundant requirements.

Figure 4.9 lists 27 domain independent rules for checking requirements. Rules (1), (5), (6), and (9) are for reasoning about mandatory requirements, while rules (7), (8), and (10) are for finding optional requirements. Mandatory functions should be in SRS, while optional functions are not compulsory. For example, in the requirements of students portal above, the two functions “register courses” and “cancel courses” are mandatory functions,
but the function “print registration results” is an optional function. Mandatory requirements and optional requirements will contribute to the completeness of SRS. Rule (11) supports reasoning about inconsistent requirements; and rule (12) is for finding redundant requirements. The elimination of inconsistent requirements and redundant requirements also improves quality of SRS.

If a requirement is not mapped to any node in requirements ontology, it might be out of scope and might be incorrect, as specified in rule (13). Since each function is represented by
one node in requirements ontology, one requirements sentence which maps to two separate
nodes in ontology might have multiple meaning and might be ambiguous, which is defined
in rules (14). For example, a requirements sentence “Students can reserve library items
through portal” is mapped to two ontology nodes: “reserve book” and “reserve video tape”,
so the requirements sentence is ambiguous. Two requirements that map to a same node
in ontology might leads to redundancy, as specified in rule (15). The above matters are
machine detectable issues, and they might be errors; human will check finally whether they
are really errors.

Fig. 4.10 shows some reasoning examples to illustrate several of the above rules. For
complement rule (5), if “register courses” is in SRS then “cancel courses” should be in SRS.
For supplement rule (6), if “print registration results” is in SRS then “register courses”
should be in SRS. For aggregation rule (8), if “manage commodity” is in SRS then its
sub-functions (“add commodity, delete commodity, edit commodity”) may be in SRS. For
inheritance rule (9), if “save HTML file” is in SRS then its predecessor (“save document”)
should also be in SRS. For exclusion rule (11), users should choose either “use web inter-
face” or “use desktop interface” but not both. For redundancy rule (12), “add commodity”
and “insert product” should not both exist in SRS because they are redundant.

Rules from (16) to (27) in Fig. 4.9 are for reasoning of errors in 4W1H attributes.
Rule (16) states that if a requirement R is mapped to an ontology node X, the agents (who
attribute) of R and X should be similar. Otherwise it is considered inconsistent and needed
to be revised. Rules (17) specifies conditions when a requirement is lacking descriptions
of the agents, but the mapped ontology node has specified them. Other rules (18–27) for
reasoning of errors in when, where, why, how, and NFR attributes are similar to rules (16)
and (17).

Using this reasoning mechanism, mandatory requirements, optional requirements, in-
consistent requirements, redundant requirements, and ambiguous requirements can be de-
tected. From these errors, analysts can recommend whether to add, remove, or revise some
requirements. Then the requirements team will make a revised version of requirements
specification. Through verification, new requirements can be found and can be added to
SRS. Analysts can start again another round of verification of the revised SRS, until no
more errors are found. This refinement makes the requirements list satisfies the quality
attributes such as completeness, consistency, unambiguous, and non-redundancy.

There are errors that cannot be detected by domain independent rules. These errors are
violation of specific domain properties or system constraints. For example, in checking
SRS of an education management system (EMS), analysts want to assure that students
cannot access scores. Access includes several activities such as retrieve, change, and delete.
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This constraint applies to many applications in education domain and relates to a group of functions, and it is not general enough to set as domain independent rules.

To allows analysts to specify user definition rules, a grammar is presented in Fig. 4.11. This grammar is in BNF form and uses pre-defined predicates in Fig. 4.8; it allows to define two common types of business rules: integrity rule and derivation rule [33, 42]; it also allows analysts to specify new predicates. For example, analysts can specify a domain rule which states that only administrators can update users of a software, and update implies add, edit, or delete:

(DR1) \( V\text{update} ::= \text{‘add’} | \text{‘edit’} | \text{‘delete’} \)
\( (V\text{update} \text{‘users’}).\text{who SHOULD BE} \text{‘administrator’} \)

A rule that a student should not update his/her name, his/her student ID, his/her birthday, and his/her scores can be written such as:

(DR2) \( N\text{reserved} ::= \text{‘ID’} | \text{‘name’} | \text{‘birthday’} | \text{‘scores’} \)
\( (V\text{update} N\text{reserved}).\text{who SHOULD NOT BE} \text{‘student’} \)
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Figure 4.11 A grammar for extension of rules.

The above rule describes that: reserved nouns include ID, name, birthday, and scores; the agent of the action of updating of reserved nouns should not be student.

Another rule that if there is a function of insertion of item, and there is not a function of deletion of item, it should have a function to hide or disable the item:

(DR3) Vins ::= ‘insert’ | ‘add’ | ‘create’
Vdel ::= ‘delete’ | ‘drop’ | ‘remove’
Vdis ::= ‘hide’ | ‘conceal’ | ‘disable’
IF inSRS(Vins X) AND NOT inSRS(Vdel X) THEN shouldInSRS(Vdis X)

We will show examples to illustrate the usage of user definition rules. Suppose that an university want to develop a students portal site as a new module of the existing EMS. Initial requirements are described as follows.

1) We want to create a new module as students portal.
2) On the portal, teachers can create accounts for new students.
3) Students can update their accounts with: name, password, and address.

Using rules (DR1), (DR2), and (DR3) above, analysts find that the requirement 2) is inconsistent with rule (DR1), since rule (DR1) states that only administrators can create new accounts. They can also use rule (DR2) to detect a problem with the requirement 3), because rule (DR2) specifies that students cannot change their names themselves. In addition, by applying rule (DR3) to the requirement 2), since the software has the function “create accounts,” but it does not have the function “delete accounts” analysts will find the
need of the function “disable accounts.” Totally, using above three user definition rules, analysts can find three errors which cannot be detected by domain independent rules.

User definition rules are useful when requirements analysts want to verify certain properties of domains or systems. Normally, an analyst who verifies a SRS should not participate in preparing requirements documents, and (s)he wants to assure that the SRS satisfy domain properties, so (s)he can describe domain properties such as user definition rules for verification of SRS. In case an analyst is a domain expert, (s)he still may need supportive rules to verify a large requirements specification.

### 4.5.2 Case studies

This section will illustrate the capability of the verification method by applying it with requirements specification of real software projects. We will examine the SRS and use requirements ontology of the corresponding domains and reasoning rules to detect potential errors. The below subsections focus on two SRS: (1) student registration module and (2) online shopping mall. We will also present examples of user definition rules in the second case study.

#### Case study 1

This case study is about verification of requirements of student registration module at a university. A part of SRS for the module is as follows.

- **R1.** Student can be register on the system and fill in all detail and forward to choose project/supervisor.
- **R2.** Student can change detail if information is incorrect such as telephone number.
- **R3.** Student can change his login password at any time for security reason.
- **R4.** Student can request his password if he/she forgotten the password.

The student registration module belongs to the category of user registration software. A part of requirements ontology for user registration system is as follows.

- **F.1.** Register account [supplement: Log in system]
- **F.2.** Log in system [complement: Log out system]
- **F.3.** Log out system
- **F.4.** Change password (When: first time log in/periodic/any time)
- **F.5.** Reset password (How: sending new password to registered email address)
- **F.6.** Update personal information

---

1URL http://briggs.myweb.port.ac.uk/jimapp/SUMS/Ivan/SRS-v1.2.doc
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In the above representation of ontology, descriptions which are inside parentheses() are 4W1H attributes of functions, and descriptions which are inside square brackets[] are relationships among functions.

We will use the above ontology to verify the SRS of student registration module. The parsing of requirements, mapping to ontology, reasoning rules, and errors found are listed below.


Mapping: F.1. Register account, F.6. Update personal information

Reasoning rules: (14), (6), (5)

Potential errors: Ambiguous, Lack functions (F.2. Log in system, F.3. Log out system)

**R2.** Parsing: (V: change, N: detail, Who: student, When: information is incorrect)

Mapping: F.6. Update personal information

Reasoning rules: (15)

Potential errors: Redundant (with requirement R1)

**R3.** Parsing: (V: change, N: password, Who: student, When: any time)

Mapping: F.4. Change password

Reasoning rules: (18)

Potential errors: Lack 4W1H (When: first time log in/periodic)

**R4.** Parsing: (V: forget, N: password, Who: student, When: forgotten password)

Mapping: F.5. Reset password

Reasoning rules: (25)

Potential errors: Lack 4W1H (How)

Requirement R1 is parsed and mapped to functions “F.1. Register account” and “F.6. Update personal information” in ontology. Using rule (14), since R1 maps to two different functions, it might be ambiguous. Using supplement rule (6) and complement rule (5), because the function “Register account” is in SRS, we detect that the functions “Log in system” and “Log out system” should also be in SRS.

Requirement R2 maps to the function “F.6. Update personal information” in ontology. Because requirement R1 also maps to this function, so it might be a redundant error, due to rule (15). But after checking again by analysts, requirements R1 and R4 are not redundant. The verification method suggests potential errors, and analysts will check these potential errors finally.

Requirement R3 maps to the function “F.4. Change password”. The requirement R1 specifies when attribute such as that student can change password any time. Instead, the
function "F.4. Change password" in ontology describe when attribute such as that users should change password at the first time log in, change periodically, or change any time. Therefore, using rule (18), the requirement $R_3$ might lack a part of description of when attribute about "first time log in/ periodic".

Requirement $R_4$ maps to the function "F.4. Reset password". That function in ontology has how attribute, but the requirement $R_4$ does not describe about the how attribute. Hence, using rule (25), the requirement $R_4$ might lack description about the method to reset password.

In this case study, we illustrated the errors detection with each requirement individually for easy of understanding, but actually our method and the requirements verification tool which has been developed (will be described in Sect. 4.6) verifies the requirements set as a whole and return results as a set of all detected errors.

**Case study 2**

This case study examines requirements of an online shopping mall (OSM) web application to detect potential errors. A part of SRS for OSM application is as follows.

- **R1.** (User: Administrator) Secure registration and profile management facilities for Customers.
- **R2.** (User: Customer) Browsing through the e-Mall to see the items that are there in each category of products like Apparel, Kitchen accessories, Bath accessories, Food items etc.
- **R3.** (User: Customer) Adequate searching mechanisms for easy and quick access to particular products and services.
- **R4.** (User: Administrator) Creating a Shopping cart so that customers can shop 'n' no. of items and checkout finally with the entire shopping carts.
- **R5.** (User: Employee) Regular updates to registered customers of the OSM about new arrivals.
- **R6.** (User: Employee) Uploading ‘Most Purchased’ Items in each category of products in the Shop like Apparel, Kitchen accessories, Bath accessories, Food items etc.

The OSM application also belongs to the category of online store software. We has described a part of requirements ontology of online store in Table 4.1, but for easy of reading, we repeat a part of requirements ontology of online store as follows.

- **F.1. Place order (Who: customer)**
  - **F.1.1.** Search product (How: keyword, name, price)
  - **F.1.2.** Select product [complement: Remove product]
  - **F.1.3.** Change quantity [supplement: Select product]
  - **F.1.4.** Remove product

\(^2\)URL https://code.google.com/p/osmlite/
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F.1.5. Pay order (How: bank transfer, credit card, payment on delivery) [complement: Cancel order]
F.1.6. Enter shipping address
F.1.7. Cancel order (When: before shipment)

F.2. Process order placement (Who: employee)
F.2.1. Process order payment
F.2.2. Process order shipment
F.2.3. Process order cancellation

F.3. Manage inventory
F.3.1. Update category (Who: employee)
F.3.2. Update product (Who: employee)

F.4. Manage customer relation
F.4.1. Register user (Who: customer)
F.4.2. Update profile (Who: customer) [supplement: Register user]
F.4.3. Dispatch information (Who: employee, How: send email)

We will use the above ontology to verify the SRS for online shopping mall. For example, the requirement R1 is parsed and mapped to functions “F.4.1. Register user” and “F.4.2. Update profile” in ontology. Using rule (16), the requirement R1 specifies that the agent of the action “register customer” is “administrator”, but the ontology specifies that the who attribute of the function “F.4.1. Register user” is “customer”, so it might be an error of 4W1H. The requirement R1 also maps to two nodes in ontology, so it might include multiple requirements (One requirements sentence should be unity and include only one requirement [17]). The fact that a requirement maps to multiple functions nodes in ontology, especially when those functions do not have relationships, might lead to ambiguity in the requirement, according to rule (14). The parsing of requirements, mapping to ontology, reasoning rules, and errors found are listed below.

Mapping: F.4.1. Register user, F.4.2. Update profile
Reasoning rules: (16), (14)
Potential errors: Wrong 4W1H (Who), Ambiguous

Mapping: F.1.2. Select product
Reasoning rules: (5), (6)
Potential errors: Lack functions (F.1.3. Change quantity, F.1.4. Remove product)
Mapping: F.1.1. Search product
Reasoning rules: (25)
Potential errors: Lack 4W1H (How)

Mapping: F.1. Place order, F.1.5. Pay order
Reasoning rules: (16), (25), (14), (5)
Potential errors: Wrong 4W1H (Who), Lack 4W1H (How), Ambiguous, Lack functions (F.1.6. Cancel order)

Mapping: F.4.2. Update profile, F.4.3. Dispatch information
Reasoning rules: (14), (25)
Potential errors: Ambiguous, Lack 4W1H (How)

R6. Parsing: (V: upload, N: ‘most purchased’ item, Who: employee)
Mapping: -
Reasoning rules: (13)
Potential errors: Off-topic

We will explain the errors detection with other requirements. Requirement R2 maps to the function “F.1.2. Select product”, but that function has complement and supplement relationships with two functions “F.1.4. Remove product” and “F.1.3. Change quantity”, respectively. Therefore, the SRS should specify that two functions, according to rules (5) and (6).

Requirement R3 maps to the function “F.1.1. Search product”, and that function in ontology specifies How attribute, but the requirement R3 does not specify how information, so it suggests the lacking of how description in requirement R3, due to rule (25).

Requirement R4 maps to the functions “F.1. Place order” and “F.1.5. Pay order”. Reasoning using rule (16), the function “F.1. Place order” in ontology has who attribute as “customer”, but the requirement R4 describes the agent of the action as “administrator”, so it is a 4W1H error in requirement R4. In addition, the function “F.1.5. Pay order” in ontology has How attribute, but the requirement R4 does not specify how attribute; therefore, R4 lacks description of how, according to rule (25). In ontology, the function “F.1.5. Pay order” has relationship of complement with the function “F.1.7. Cancel order”, so another error is the lacking of function cancelling order in SRS, due to rule (5).
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Requirement R5 maps to the functions “F.4.2. Update profile” and “F.4.3. Dispatch information”, but the two mapped functions do not have relationships, so the requirement R5 seems to be ambiguous, due to rule (14). Using rule (25), The function “F.4.3. Dispatch information” has attributes of who and how, but the requirement R5 describe about only about who; so the requirement R5 lacks how attribute.

Requirement R6 does not map to any function in ontology, so it seem to be an out of scope requirement (off-topic error), according to rule (13).

We will show some examples of applying domain rules to check requirements. A domain rule which states that customer cannot make changes to products in shopping mall can be specified as follows.

\[
V_{\text{change}} ::= \text{‘add’} | \text{‘update’} | \text{‘delete’} \\
(V_{\text{change}} \text{‘product’}).\text{Who \ MUST \ not \ ‘customer’}
\]

If we use the above rule to verify the SRS of online shopping mall, the result will be that the SRS does not violate that rule because there is no requirements about customers changing products in shopping mall.

Another rule which states that if there is function for customer to access something in store, then should have function for employee to update that thing.

\[
V_{\text{access}} ::= \text{‘search’} | \text{‘select’} | \text{‘view’} \\
\text{IF \ inSRS(}V_{\text{access}} <N>\text{) and (}V_{\text{access}} <N>\text{).Who = ‘customer’ \ THEN \ shouldbeInSRS(}V_{\text{change}} <N>\text{) and (}V_{\text{change}} <N>\text{).Who = ‘employee’}
\]

Using the above rule to verify the SRS of online shopping mall, because there are functions for customer to “search product” and “select product” in SRS, it needs a function for employee to add or update product. Therefore, the SRS lacks the function “update product”.

If customers make any change to order, employee should process that change. We can write a rule such as: if there is a function for customers to make change to orders, then it should also have a corresponding function for employee to process that change in customers’ orders.

\[
V_{\text{or}} ::= \text{‘place’} | \text{‘pay’} | \text{‘cancel’} \\
PP_{\text{or}} ::= \text{‘placement’} | \text{‘payment’} | \text{‘cancellation’} \\
\text{IF \ inSRS(}V_{\text{or}} \text{‘order’}) \text{and (}V_{\text{or}} \text{‘order’}.Who = ‘customer’ \ THEN \ shouldbeInSRS(‘process order’ PP_{\text{or}}) \text{and (‘process order’ PP}_{\text{or}}).Who = ‘employee’
\]

Using the above rule, we detect the lack of three functions: “process order placement”, “process order payment”, and “process order cancellation”. The reason is that the three
functions: “place order”, “pay order”, “cancel order” (inferred by requirement R4) already should be in SRS.

This section have described reasoning of errors in software requirements using rules and ontology. However, it is difficult to do reasoning manually with a large ontology and requirements specification. Therefore, a tool is needed to support this method. The next section will introduce an ontology-based verification tool that has been developed.

4.6 Development of an Ontology-based Verification Tool of Software Requirements

We have developed an ontology-based verification tool of software requirements. The tool was written with Java language, using OpenNLP library [36] and SWI-Prolog library [52]. It was a six person-months product; the total lines of codes was 27,851.

The ontology-based verification tool takes a requirements list, ontology and rules as inputs. It then applies reasoning to find errors in requirements and display results to analysts, and they use the results to construct suggestions to revise requirements. Based on these suggestions, analysts will work with customers to revise the requirements list. The tool supports four main activities in ontology-based verification method: (1) Parse requirements specification, (2) Map requirements to nodes on ontology, (3) Detect errors in requirements using ontology and rules, and (4) Interpret results. We will describe these functions in detail in what follows.

4.6.1 Parse requirements

Software requirements are often stated in natural languages, so we need to extract verbs and nouns from requirements statements to construct functional concepts in our format. We use OpenNLP (Open source Natural Language Processing) library [36] to parse requirements specification. The requirements should be stated using plain language, so it is easier to parse and process.

For example, a requirement sentence “We will post notices for students on portal.” is parsed and extracted a list of verb and noun as: {V:post, N:notice}, as illustrated in Fig. 4.12. Firstly we use OpenNLP library to parse the sentence to get a sentence structure. Secondly, we execute regular expressions on that sentence structure to obtain verb and noun.

Unlike verbs and nouns, it is more difficult to extract 4W1H from requirements sen-
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**Figure 4.12** An example of parsing a requirement.

With OpenNLP library, we can parse each requirement sentence to a sentence structure (as in Fig. 4.12) or a parsing tree (as in Fig. 4.13) and extract subject, main verb, nouns, and preposition phrases of the main verb. The subject and preposition phrases would become 4W1H attributes of requirements, but how to classify them into five types of 4W1H attributes: who, when, where, why, how? We can classify preposition phrases by types of words in 4W1H phrases: agent or subject (who), location (where), time (when), verb phrase (why or how). For example, in Fig. 4.13, we extract a preposition phrase (with PP tag in the parsing tree): “on portal”. Since the preposition “on” in this case aims to refer to a place, we can classify this 4W1H phrase as a where attribute. However, classification of preposition phrases is a difficult problem [10]. For instance, “on” might also refer to time such as: “on Monday, on Christmas.” We do not focus on natural language processing, so in cases the tool cannot classify 4W1H automatically, we let analysts to select the types of 4W1H manually.

The parsing results in terms of lists of verb and nouns are then used to map requirements to nodes in ontology. The mapping method will be introduced in following sub-section.

### 4.6.2 Map requirements to nodes in ontology

Fig. 4.14 illustrates the mapping of requirements to ontology. The left side depicts the requirements for building a portal for students to register courses; the right side is a part of requirements ontology of university portal site. Each requirement sentence on the left
Figure 4.13 An example of a parsing tree.
(drawn by OpenNLP Parser Demo [49])

is parsed and then mapped to functional nodes in requirements ontology on the right. For example, the requirement number three: “We will post notices for students on portal” is parsed to a list of verb and nouns as: \{V:post, N:notices\}, and is then mapped to a node “Send messages” in requirements ontology of university portal site, as in Fig. 4.14.

Although requirements can be mapped to nodes in ontology simply by string comparison, but to enable more efficient comparison, we used thesaurus to support translation. Because a word may have different synonyms in different domains, so besides using common thesaurus, we added the capability of building domain thesaurus which has a similar structure to requirements ontology model. Each term in thesaurus includes: concept, part of speech, definition, relationships of synonym to other terms, and similarity values between terms, as illustrated in Fig. 4.15. The figure displays a screenshot of the thesaurus editor.
for the web portal domain. The web portal thesaurus includes common terms and relations among them in web portal domain. For example, the word “message” is synonymous with the word “notice”, and the word “post” is synonymous with the word “send”. The relation of synonym will help the comparison of words in requirements statements with words in ontology. In case of too many matches, analysts can choose which requirements map to which node in ontology (Analysts can drag requirements sentences and drop to ontology nodes).

We used a function to calculate the similarity level between words in requirements with words in ontology as follows.

- Given two lists or words: \( S(s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n), T(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_m) \)

- The similarity between them is computed as:
  \[
  \text{similar}(S, T) = \prod_{i:1\rightarrow n}(\max_{j:1\rightarrow m}(\text{similar\_value}(s_i, t_j)))
  \]

A requirement \( R \) is mapped to node \( N \) if \( \text{similar}(R, N) > \text{mapping\_threshold} \), otherwise it is not mapped. For example, we compare the list \( R = \{\text{post, notice}\} \) and the list \( N = \{\text{send,} \)

---

**Figure 4.14** Screenshot of mapping software requirements to requirements ontology.
message) as follows.

\[ \text{similar}_v \text{al}ue(post, send) = 0.7 \quad \text{(in thesaurus)} \]
\[ \text{similar}_v \text{al}ue(\text{notice}, message) = 0.8 \quad \text{(in thesaurus)} \]
\[ \text{similar}(\text{post notice, send message}) = 0.7 \times 0.8 = 0.56 \]

Suppose that \textit{mapping threshold} is set at 0.5, we have the result that \textit{similar}(R, N) is satisfied for mapping R to N, so the list \{V: post, N: notices\} is mapped to ontology node “send messages”, as in Fig. 4.14.

\subsection*{4.6.3 Detect errors in requirements using ontology and rules}

After mapping requirements to nodes in ontology, we use relations and rules to detect errors in the set of mapped nodes. Our requirements ontology is stored in OWL files (Web Ontology Language), but the reasoning power of OWL language is limited [15], so we use Prolog—a general purpose logic languages—for verifying requirements. Rules (1–27) in Sub-sect. 4.5.1 are transformed to Prolog rules, as in Fig. 4.16. We also transform requirements ontology from OWL files to terms and relations in Prolog, e.g., we use correlative keywords between OWL and Prolog as in Table 4.4. We execute following examples of commands to detect errors in SRS:

“\textit{shouldbeInSRS(X)},”
“\textit{maybeInSRS(X)},”
Table 4.4 Corresponding keywords in OWL and Prolog.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWL</th>
<th>Prolog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| `<owl:Class rdf:ID="X">  
  `<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID= “hasComplementary”/>  
  `<owl:Class rdf:ID="Y"/>` | `complement(X, Y).` |
| `<owl:Class rdf:ID="X">  
  `<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID= “hasSupplementary”/>  
  `<owl:Class rdf:ID="Y"/>` | `supplement(X, Y).` |
| `<owl:Class rdf:ID="X">  
  `<rdfs:subClassOf>  
    `<owl:Class rdf:ID="Y"/>  
  </rdfs:subClassOf>` | `aggregation(X, Y).` |

“maybeInconsistent(X,Y).”

The above Prolog commands will reason using rules in Fig. 4.16 to find inaccurate or indispensable requirements in SRS. The command “shouldbeInSRS(X),” will return the results for mandatory requirements, while the command “maybeInSRS(X),” returns the results for optional requirements, and the command “maybeInconsistent(X,Y),” returns the results for potentially inconsistent requirements. In order to detect possibly incorrect requirements, we search for requirements that are not mapped to nodes in ontology by using the command “maybeIncorrect(X,Y).” in rule (13).

To allow analysts define new rules, a rule definition tool is developed, as shown in Fig. 4.17. The definition of rule has two steps: define it using rule grammar, transform it to Prolog to run in checking environment. In the first step, rules can be described gradually by the rule grammar: each non-terminal symbol can be replaced by a selection from a list of expressions, according to the production rules defined in rule grammar. For example, in Fig. 4.17, in the rule which is defining, the symbol `<term>` is going to be replaced by the symbol `<V-N>`. Users definition rules will then be transformed from rule grammar to Prolog by a macro in order to execute in Prolog environment.

To illustrate examples of verification results by the tool, Fig. 4.18 shows results of errors detection in the requirements list of student portal site (from Fig. 4.14). There exists several detected issues in the SRS: optional functions, lack of 4W1H information, possibly wrong 4W1H information. By fixing these problems, we can improve quality of SRS.
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Figure 4.16 Reasoning rules in Prolog.

4.6.4 Interpret results, suggest revision of requirements.

From verification results, requirements analysts propose mandatory requirements and optional requirements to customers. Analysts also pose to them questions concerning contradict requirements and redundant requirements. The verification tool can generate questions automatically from verification results. For example, if the Prolog command “shouldbeInSRS(X).” gives result of mandatory requirements as “cancel courses”, then the tool generates questions such as: “Do you agree to add the function ‘cancel courses’ to requirements list?” Similarly, if the Prolog command “redundant(X,Y).” gives the result as a list of two similar functions such as: “view message detail” and “show message”, then the tool generates
questions as follows: “The two functions ‘view message detail’ and ‘show message’ are redundant. Which one do you want to remove from requirements?” To generate questions for 4W1H attributes, the tool use some templates, e.g., “Please describe steps to perform the function... When to do the function...” Fig. 4.19 shows a list of questions which are generated from results in Fig. 4.18. There are questions about lack of 4W1H information, questions asking for insertion of new functions to SRS, and questions requesting revision of 4W1H information. Requirements engineers can use these questions to discuss with customers how to revise the requirements. After receiving customers’ answers, requirements team will revise requirements list, and analysts can proceed verification again, until they find no errors in requirements specification.

4.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter have described ontology-based verification method of software requirements in a simple approach using a guideline and a detail approach using reasoning rules. The difference between using guideline and using reasoning rules is that the former can be
Figure 4.18 Screenshot of showing results of errors detection in software requirements using requirements ontology.

carried out manually while the latter should be used with a supporting tool. The next chapter will evaluate our proposed method through experiments.
Figure 4.19 Screenshot of generating questions from detected errors.
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Evaluation of Ontology-based Verification Method of Software Requirements

This chapter will present several comparative experiments to evaluate the effect of ontology-based method in verification of software requirements. In the first experiment, two groups of subjects checked a same SRS, but one group used ontology-based method and the other did not. In other two experiments, two subjects exchanged working method to obtain a more objective result. Finally, the last two experiments in this chapter had a larger number of participants (15) for purpose of confidence in statistics of results. We also see whether the quantitative target (at the end of Sect. 1.1) has been achieved.

5.1 Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we assigned two groups of subjects working on a same list of requirements, but one group using our method and the other not. We compare the results of two groups in the number of errors they found, time they used, and the number of functional requirements in the revised list of requirements.

5.1.1 Overview of the experiment

There were four students who acted as requirements analysts. They were provided with initial requirements of a queue management system (QMS) for a city hall in Fig. 5.1. Among the four subjects, two subjects worked freely and two subjects were provided with
ontology and verification tool. Two groups were asked to check the requirements list, find errors and lacking functions, and suggest revision of requirements. Another graduate student who had experience in development of QMS systems took the roles as customer, answering questions and discussing with analysts to revise requirements. The customer was asked to give the same answers to the same questions from both groups of analysts.

| 1. Citizens get tickets at the reception desk. |
| 2. Citizens wait until their turn. |
| 3. Staffs call next citizen. |
| 4. The speaker informs the citizen’s turn. |
| 5. LED displays show the citizen’s turn. |
| 6. Citizen goes to the calling counter. |

Figure 5.1 Initial requirements of QMS system.

It took us eight hours to build a QMS requirements ontology from existing user-guide documents of similar QMS systems. The QMS requirements ontology included 127 nodes, 54 relations among nodes, and about 190 information of 4W1H. It was provided to the group using the method.

The discussion methods were meeting and email. The groups conducted totally 8 meetings, each lasted roughly 1.5 hour, and sent totally 48 emails of discussion. Subjects S1 and S2 did not use ontology and verification tool, whereas subjects S3 and S4 did use them. To illustrate our verification method, we will explain the initial steps of requirements verification by subject S3 in the next sub-section.

5.1.2 Example of verification of requirements by a subject with method

Subject S3, after receiving the initial requirements in Fig. 5.1, used our tool to parse them into lists of verb and nouns, then he mapped these lists to nodes in QMS ontology. The parsing and mapping results are displayed in Fig. 5.2. After mapping requirements to ontology, subject S3 proceeded checking using our tool. The checking engine found that the node “call next customer” has relation of complement to the node “call any customer” and the node “recall customer”, so it suggested to add the two functions to the requirements list. Similarly, the node “display recent tickets” was complement to the node “display calling ticket”, so it was also recommended to be added to requirements. In addition, the checking engine detected that the initial requirements number two and six are not mapped
to ontology, so they were not functions of QMS system and recommended to be removed from requirements list.

Figure 5.2 Mapping initial requirements to QMS ontology.

After verification in the first round as above, subject S3 found eight requirements, as shown in Fig. 5.3. After revising requirements, he continued with a second round of verification. Finally, after four rounds he could find total 47 functional requirements. The final requirements list is in Appendix A. Following sections will compares used time and results by two groups of subjects and discusses reasons why they had that results, and evaluates the effect of using the verification method in improving quality or requirements specification.

5.1.3 Time used to check requirements

As described in Section 4.5.1, analysts can check SRS in several rounds: after revising SRS in each round, analysts can check the revised SRS again in another round until they do not find errors in SRS anymore. In the experiment, subject S1 conducted requirements
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Found mandatory functions:

1. \(<\text{get tickets}>\),
2. \(<\text{call next customer}>\),
3. \(<\text{display calling ticket}>\),
4. \(<\text{display recent tickets}>\),
5. \(<\text{inform ticket number}>\),
6. \(<\text{call any customer}>\),
7. \(<\text{recall customer}>\),
8. \(<\text{call customer by micro}>\).

Revised requirements:

1. Upon arriving at city hall, citizens get tickets at ticket machine.
2. After finish processing with a citizen, staffs call next citizen in.
3. The LED displays at staffs’ counters show the calling ticket.
4. The central LED display shows three recent called tickets.
5. The speaker informs the citizen turn.
6. Staffs can call any ticket numbers from queue.
7. If citizens do not come, staffs call them again.
8. Staffs can use microphone to call citizen directly.

Figure 5.3 A part of requirements list revised by subject S3.

checking in one round, and then he stopped, while subject S2 proceeded checking to the second round. Instead, subjects S3 and S4, after each round, found out more requirements and continued process of requirements checking until the fourth round (The number of requirements that each subject found in each round are shown in Sub-sect. 5.1.6).

We summarize time that each subject used in each round in Table 5.1. In the table, time is separated into two categories: time for checking requirements; time for discussion with customer plus time for revising requirements. For example, in the first round, subject S1 used three hours for checking and four hours for discussion and revision, while subject S3 used only five minutes for checking and three hours for discussion and revision.

Table 5.1 Time used: checking time | discussion and revision time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>1st round</th>
<th>2nd round</th>
<th>3rd round</th>
<th>4th round</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>without</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>3h</td>
<td>4h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>3h</td>
<td>5h</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>2h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>5m</td>
<td>3h</td>
<td>8m</td>
<td>5h</td>
<td>10m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method</td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>5m</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>5m</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>5m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

m - minutes | h - hour(s)

The group with method used a very short time for checking SRS (5~10 minutes) in
5.1 Experiment 1

Each round because they were supported by verification tool. The tool imported SRS file, automatically parsed requirements sentences, automatically mapped requirements to ontology, then checked SRS by reasoning engine. Instead, the group without method did not have the support of tool and did not have reference to requirements ontology, so they used much longer time (one to several hours) for checking SRS in each round. It suggests that the verification method and tool can help shortening time of checking SRS.

In the group with method, subject S4 used only one or two hours for discussion and revision in each round because he used the support of tool for these activities, but subject S3 did not. Subject S4 used verification tool to generate questions, asked customers directly, then entered answers to the verification tool. The tool then generated a revised requirements list and continued checking. Unlike subject S4, subject S3 discussed with customer via email. Subject S3 did not use the tool to generate lists of revised requirements automatically, but he composed them by himself. That were reasons why subject S3 used more time for discussion and revision than subject S4 did in each round.

In addition, because of the above reasons, subject S4 used only five minutes for checking requirements in each round but subject S3 used more minutes for checking in the second, third, and fourth rounds. After each round, subject S3 imported a new SRS file and parsed it by tool. It took him some minutes to adjust parsing and mapping results. Instead, subject S4 did not do these steps in the second, third, and fourth rounds.

5.1.4 Errors found by two groups of subjects

Table 5.2 lists the number of errors that each subject detected and average time used on each error (including checking time, discussion time, and revision time). In total, the subjects with method detected many more errors than the subjects without method detected. That was the reason totally the subjects with method spent a lot of time for discussion and revision (Table 5.1). However, in average time used on each error, subjects without method spent more time than the subjects with method did. It suggests that our method could shorten not only checking time, but also discussion and revision time for each error in SRS.

Table 5.3 classifies types of errors found by two groups of subjects as: incomplete requirements, inconsistent requirements, redundant requirements, ambiguous requirements, off-topic (incorrect) requirements, and 4W1H errors (lacking 4W1H or wrong description of 4W1H). The group with method outperformed the group without method in number of incomplete requirements. The group without method did not detect errors such as incorrectness, ambiguity, redundancy, but the group with method did.
Table 5.2 The number of errors found by each subject and average time used on each error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>no. errors found</th>
<th>average time on each error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>without</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18.3 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>7.3 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method</td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>3.3 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 Classification of errors found by two groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>without method</th>
<th>with method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-topic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4W1H errors</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use two metrics to compare the performance of errors detection:

- Recall: the number of correctly detected errors / the number of errors.
- Precision: the number of correctly detected errors / the number of detected errors.

Table 5.4 summarizes the recall and precision metrics of errors found by two groups. The group with method had higher recall metrics but had lower precision metrics (It is said that when recall tends to increase, precision would be decreased and vice versa [1]). Since recall metrics of results with ontology-based verification method were higher, it suggests that the method helps increasing the number of correctly detected errors in software requirements.
Table 5.4 Recall and precision metrics of errors found in Experiment 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>raw data %</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>raw data %</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>raw data %</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>raw data %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without method</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>18 / 112 16.0%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>18 / 20 90.0%</td>
<td>89.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>32 / 112 28.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td>32 / 36 88.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with method</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>86 / 112 76.7%</td>
<td>71.8%</td>
<td>86 / 128 67.1%</td>
<td>66.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>75 / 112 66.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td>75 / 114 65.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5 The number of questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>without method</th>
<th>with method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposals to add</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requirements</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposals to remove</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requirements</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.5 Questions for revising requirements by two groups

Based on errors found in requirements list, subjects suggested revisions of requirements. Subjects S1 and S2 worked freely and prepared questions by themselves, while subjects S3 and S4 used verification tool to generate questions. Table 5.5 lists number of questions that the customer received from two groups.

There were three types of questions received from subjects: proposals to add functional requirements, proposals to remove functional requirements, and questions about descriptions of functional requirements such as 4W1H information. We see that subjects in the group with method generated much more proposal questions to add functional requirements than the other two subjects did. In particular, the group without method did not ask any question to remove functional requirements. This was because they did not find errors such as incorrectness, inconsistency or redundancy in the requirements list. For example, the initial requirement number 2: “Citizens wait until their turn,” and number 6: “Citizen goes to the calling counter” are not functions of QMS system and can be eliminated from requirements list.

Figure 5.4 lists some questions from the group with method, and answers from the
Q5: Do you want to add the function ‘Reserve ticket’ to the requirements?
A5: Yes, citizens can reserve ticket in advance.

Q6: Do you want to add the function ‘Display guideline’ to the requirements?
A6: Yes. We want to display a guideline on how citizens can get tickets.

Q16: When does staff perform the function ‘Call any citizen’?
A16: Staffs want to be able to call any citizens from queue. For example, citizens who have priority, or citizens who have been skipped by the system due to their being absent at a previous call.

Q17: Please describe the steps to perform the function ‘Call any citizen’?
A17: Staff views the list of tickets in queue. Then he/she selects a ticket to call in.

Q25: The type of tickets printer depends on number of customers per day. Normally, how many citizens come to your office per day?
A25: From hundreds to a thousand.

Figure 5.4 A part of questions from group with method and answers.

customer. Questions five and six are proposals to add requirements; questions 16, 17, and 25 are descriptions of requirements. The verification tool found that the functions “Reserve ticket” and “Display guideline” are optional requirements, so it generated questions five and six. It also detected that there were no information about when or how to do the function “Call any citizen” in requirements list, so it generated questions 16 and 17. Question 25 was more difficult to generate: the tool detected the lacking of non-FR about maximum number of citizens related to the function “Get tickets”, so it generated questions in a simple format, then analysts revised the questions to ask the customer.

5.1.6 The number of functional requirements found by two groups of subjects

Table 5.6 summarizes the number of functional requirements that each subject found after each round. We see that totally the group with method established many more requirements than the group without method. The reason is that subjects in group with method clarified each function into many sub-functions down to a detailed level, whereas the other students did not. For example, subjects in group without method only described general function about “view report”, while the other two subjects divided it to several sub-functions such as: “report on number of customers, report on transaction time.” These sub-functions were modeled in QMS ontology, so the group using method could reason out them.
Table 5.6 The number of functional requirements found by two groups of subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>1st round</th>
<th>2nd round</th>
<th>3rd round</th>
<th>4th round</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>without method</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with method</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5 shows the intersection of functional requirements lists by two groups. That figure only represents some functional requirements shortly in terms of verb and nouns (The complete list of functional requirements are in Appendix A). Six functional requirements that found by all subjects (shown in the left text box of Fig. 5.5) are common functions of QMS system. Therefore, every subject could detect them; even subjects S1 and S2 did not use ontology and verification tool. The 30 functional requirements that the group with method found, but the group without method did not find—in the right text box of Fig. 5.5—are mainly administrative functions and specific knowledge of QMS system. The checking by subjects with method was directed by ontology and tool, so they could infer these functions.

There were nine functional requirements that the group without method found, but the group with method did not. Of the nine functional requirements, three were incorrect and needed to be eliminated from specification. The other six functional were ambiguous, and needed to be revised. The reason that the group with method did not find these functional requirements is that they were not included in the QMS requirements ontology, so the subjects did not reason out them. It suggests inserting these functional requirements to requirements ontology for later use.

5.1.7 Discussion

Subjects S3 and S4 found more errors in requirements list and produced more questions to add or remove functions. Subjects S1 and S2 did not detect errors such as incorrectness, redundancy, but did students S3 and S4. The group using ontology and verification tool found double number of requirements to the group working freely. These results suggests that using our verification method can improve the quality of requirements specification.

Comparing results of students inside each group: the group with method did not have much difference in results between subjects S3 and S4, but the group working freely had
a larger difference in results between subjects S1 and S2. The group using verification method was directed by ontology and tool, so they arrived at similar results. It suggests that adding people to the group with method will be not efficiently, except assignment of each analyst working on a different part of requirements specification.

Though both subjects S3 and S4 used tool and ontology, but subject S3 found more three incomplete requirements than subject S4 did. From checking results, subject S3 revised the questions before asking the customer, but subject S4 kept original questions generated by tool and sent to the customer. Here we do not conclude that revising questions before sending to customers or using original questions generated by tool is better, but we expect to elaborate this issue in future work.

The verification tool supports automatically parsing requirements, mapping to ontology, checking, and generating questions for revising requirements. It suggests that the verification tool which provides semi-automatic verification has potential to improve the checking speed. However, two groups used similar total of time—including time for checking requirements, revising requirements, and discussion with customer. In order to shorten total of time used by the group with method, one way is to reduce time for revising requirements. This issue needs to be evaluated in future research.

Figure 5.5 Intersection of functional requirements lists by two groups of subjects.
5.2 Two Experiments with Exchange of Working Method

The effect of ontology-based requirements verification method might depend on skill and domain knowledge of subjects. To evaluate the method more objectively, we conducted two other experiments: Experiment 2 and Experiment 3. In each experiment, two subjects checked a same SRS, but one subject used requirements ontology and verification tool, and the other subject worked freely. The working methods of two subjects interchanged in the two experiments: the subject who used ontology-based method in Experiment 2 worked freely in Experiment 3, and vice versa. Two subjects in the experiments were software engineers; both had five years’ experience in software development.

5.2.1 Experiment 2

In this experiment, two subjects were asked to check a SRS of 40 requirements of an accounting software for a high school. To make the SRS for the experiment, firstly we start with an existing SRS, and then we revise and intentionally put some errors on the SRS. The first subject worked freely and the second subject was provided with ontology and tool. We built requirements ontology of accounting software from manuals of available commercial products, and provided the ontology to the second subject. When receiving checking results from two subjects, a requirements specialist reviewed their results to examine whether each reported problem is adequate to be considered an error. We also use two metrics to compare the results: recall and precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w/o. method</td>
<td>w. method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>2 / 6</td>
<td>4 / 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent</td>
<td>0 / 1</td>
<td>1 / 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant</td>
<td>3 / 7</td>
<td>6 / 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>2 / 7</td>
<td>5 / 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-topic</td>
<td>4 / 7</td>
<td>6 / 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4W1H errors</td>
<td>1 / 6</td>
<td>5 / 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7 summarizes the checking results from two subjects. Each error type is listed in the table with the metrics of recall and precision. We see that all of the recall metrics of
the results from the subject using checking method are higher than those from the subject not using the method. However, in the precision metrics, results from the subject with method are only higher than results from the subject without method in the incomplete errors. The precision metrics of off-topic errors in the results from the subject with method is only 6/9. This is because the checking method use an assumption about off-topic errors: a requirement which does not map to any function in requirements ontology might be out of scope of the problem domain. The verification tool only detects potential problems which might be errors, and requirements verifiers have to determine if those problems are really errors.

Fig. 5.6 displays the distribution of recall and precision metrics in scale of 100% and Table 5.8 shows the averages of these metrics. From the graph and the table, we see that the recall and precision of results by the subject with method are better than these metrics of results by the subject without method.

**Figure 5.6** Recall and precision metrics of results in Experiment 2.

**Table 5.8** Averages of recall and precision metrics in Experiment 2 (higher is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>with method</th>
<th>without method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
<td>78.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Two Experiments with Exchange of Working Method

5.2.2 Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, two subjects checked a SRS of 33 requirements of a hotel management system. As saying above, the working methods of two subjects interchanged in this experiment: the first subject used ontology and verification tool while the second subject did not. Fig. 5.7 illustrates some examples of requirements of hotel management system and potential errors detected by ontology-based verification method. For example, in the figure, requirement R1 maps to functional node “Manage VIP customers”, but the node specifies when attribute, so R1 should describe about when customers become VIP. Requirements R2 and R3 map to a same function “Reserve room”, and they express similar meanings, so R1 and R4 are redundant. Requirement R4 does not map to any node in requirements ontology, so R4 might be not a requirement of hotel management system (off-topic error). Requirement R5 maps to two separate nodes, so R5 might be ambiguous.

![Diagram of requirements and ontology mapping]

**Table 5.9** summarizes the metrics of recall and precision of results from two subjects. In major types of errors, the results from subject with method have more correctly detected errors than the results from the subject without method. However, in the precision metrics of redundant errors and ambiguous errors, the results from the subject with method have lower values than those from the subject without method. The reasons are that the method uses assumptions about redundant and ambiguous errors: two requirements mapping to a same function in ontology might have a similar meaning so they might be redundant;

**Figure 5.7** Examples of errors in some requirements of hotel management system.

Table 5.9 summarizes the metrics of recall and precision of results from two subjects. In major types of errors, the results from subject with method have more correctly detected errors than the results from the subject without method. However, in the precision metrics of redundant errors and ambiguous errors, the results from the subject with method have lower values than those from the subject without method. The reasons are that the method uses assumptions about redundant and ambiguous errors: two requirements mapping to a same function in ontology might have a similar meaning so they might be redundant;
a requirement mapping to two different nodes in ontology might have two meanings so it might be ambiguous. The improvement of these assumptions is left as topics in future research.

**Table 5.9** Number of errors found by two subjects in Experiment 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w/o. method</td>
<td>w. method</td>
<td>w/o. method</td>
<td>w. method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>3 / 9</td>
<td>7 / 9</td>
<td>3 / 4</td>
<td>7 / 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent</td>
<td>0 / 1</td>
<td>0 / 1</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant</td>
<td>2 / 3</td>
<td>2 / 3</td>
<td>2 / 3</td>
<td>2 / 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>2 / 6</td>
<td>4 / 6</td>
<td>2 / 2</td>
<td>4 / 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-topic</td>
<td>0 / 1</td>
<td>1 / 1</td>
<td>0 / 2</td>
<td>1 / 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4W1H errors</td>
<td>2 / 10</td>
<td>8 / 10</td>
<td>2 / 2</td>
<td>8 / 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.8** Recall and precision metrics of results in Experiment 3.

Fig. 5.8 displays the distribution of recall and precision metrics in scale of 100% and Table 5.10 shows the averages of these metrics. From the graph and the table, we see that the recall and precision of result by the subject with method are better than these metrics of results by the subject without method.

In summary, two experiments’ results suggest that our verification method has positive effect on detection of errors in software requirements.
Table 5.10 Averages of recall and precision metrics in Experiment 3 (higher is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>with method</th>
<th>without method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>79.1%</td>
<td>63.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Two Experiments with More Participants

There are only two subjects participates in Experiment 2 and Experiment 3. In order to yield more objective evaluation of our ontology-based method, we conducted two other experiments with participation of a larger number of subjects. The subjects in the experiments were 15 graduate students. All the students study information science and have been trained with errors types in requirements specification and introduced with ontology-based method. Fifteen subjects were divided into two groups: one group had seven people (group S), the other group had eight people (group T). In each experiment, two groups were asked to check the same SRS and submit results, but one group used ontology and the other group worked freely. The working method of two groups exchanged in the second experiment: the group using ontology in the first experiment will work freely in the second experiment and vice versa.

5.3.1 Experiment 4

Overview of the experiment

In Experiment 4, two groups of subjects checked a SRS for a software “manage working schedule” of a company. The SRS includes 15 requirements and is listed in Fig. B1 of Appendix B. Subjects were allowed 40 minutes to check the SRS. In this experiment, the group S was provided with requirements ontology of managing schedule (listed in Table B1 of Appendix B). When receiving checking results from subjects, a requirements specialist reviewed their results to examine whether each reported error was correctly detected error. The list of correctly detected errors is displayed in Fig. B2 of Appendix B.
Results and analysis of results

Table 5.11 summarizes the number of errors the two groups of subjects detected using two metrics: recall and precision. We denote subjects in the first group as S1–S7 and subjects in the second group as T1–T8. The detected errors are classified into four types: 4W1H errors, incomplete (incomp.) errors, off-topic errors, and other errors (inconsistency, redundancy, ambiguity). In Table 5.11, the recall and precision metrics of the incomplete errors and 4W1H errors by the group using ontology were higher than those by the group not using ontology. Because subjects in the group working freely did not use ontology, so they did not have knowledge in application domain to detected incomplete errors and 4W1H errors. However, in the results of off-topic errors and other errors, the results by the group using ontology were not better than results by group working freely. The reasons are that the ontology-based method only detects potential problems in SRS, and human will check finally whether they are errors. If the subjects made wrong mappings requirements to ontology or made wrong evaluation of potential errors, the results quality would be decreased.

To illustrate the recall and precision metrics in Table 5.11 more visually, we calculate these metrics values in 100% scale and show in Fig. 5.9. The figure displays that in major cases, the precision metrics and recall metrics of the results by group using ontology were

![Graph showing recall and precision metrics](image-url)
Table 5.11 Number of errors detected in Experiment 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Precision Metrics</th>
<th>Recall Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4W1H</td>
<td>Incomp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with ontology</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>0/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>4/6</td>
<td>6/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>6/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S5</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>8/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S6</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>3/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S7</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without ontology</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>2/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T6</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T7</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T8</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precision: the number of correctly detected errors / the number of detected errors.
Recall: the number of correctly detected errors / the number of errors.

Table 5.12 Averages of recall and precision metrics in Experiment 4 (higher is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>with ontology</th>
<th>without ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>45.8%</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>54.7%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

higher than metrics of the results by group working freely. The averages of the recall metrics and precision metrics of the results by the group using ontology, as shown in Table 5.12, were 45.8% and 54.7%, respectively, higher than those average metrics values by the group not using ontology which were 32.1% and 21.7%, respectively.

Using precision metrics and recall metrics separately is not always appropriate to show performance of an errors retrieval method. When recall tends to increases, precision would be decreased, and vice versa [1]. Harmonic mean is another metrics that combined both
recall and precision [18]. Harmonic mean is computed as in Equation 5.1. It also has value from 0 to 1; the bigger it is, the better the method is.

\[
HarmonicMean = \frac{2}{\frac{1}{Recall} + \frac{1}{Precision}}
\]  

(5.1)

\[o: \text{with ontology}; \ x: \text{without ontology}\]

**Figure 5.10** Harmonic mean metrics in Experiment 4.

Fig. 5.10 displays the distribution of harmonic mean metrics in scale of 100%, and Table 5.13 shows the averages of this metrics in the experiment. The averages of harmonic mean of 4W1H errors, incomplete errors, and other errors of results by the group with ontology were higher than those by the group without ontology. However, the average of harmonic mean of off-topic errors of results by the group working freely was higher. The reason was that some subjects in the group using ontology had made wrong mapping or evaluation of potential off-topic errors, and it downgraded the quality of results. On all type of errors, the group using ontology has average of harmonic mean of 45.4% which was higher than that 23.8% by the group working freely. It shows that in major cases in this experiment, using of ontology had positive effect in checking requirements specification.
5.3 Two Experiments with More Participants

Table 5.13 Averages of harmonic mean metrics in Experiment 4 (higher is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>with ontology</th>
<th>without ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4W1H</td>
<td>70.7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>47.3%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-topic</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>45.4%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2 Experiment 5

Overview of the experiment

In the second experiment, two groups of subjects checked SRS for a “test editor” software which included 13 requirements (listed in Fig. C1 of Appendix C). Two groups exchanged their working method: the group using ontology in the first experiment (group S) worked freely in the second experiment, and the group working freely in the first experiment (group T) used ontology in the second experiment. Subjects were also allowed 40 minutes to check the SRS. The group T was provided with requirements ontology for test editor software (shown in Table CI of Appendix C).

Results and analysis of results

Table 5.14 summarizes the number of errors that the two groups of subjects detected in two metrics: recall and precision. The table shows that in most cases the results by group using ontology had more correctly detected errors than the results by group working freely (Correctly detected errors in this experiment are listed in Fig. C2 of Appendix C).

To illustrate the results more visually, Fig. 5.11 shows the distribution of the values of recall and precision metrics in 100% scale, and Table 5.15 lists the averages of these metrics. The figure and the table display that in major cases, precision metrics and recall metrics of the results by group using ontology were higher than metrics of the results by group working freely. The averages of the recall metrics and precision metrics of the results by group using ontology, as shown in Table 5.15, were 39.4% and 76.1%, respectively, higher than those average metrics values by group not using ontology which were 13.7% and 22.3%, respectively.

Fig. 5.12 displays the distribution of harmonic mean metrics in scale of 100%, and
Table 5.14 Number of errors detected in Experiment 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Precision Metrics</th>
<th>Recall Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4W1H</td>
<td>Incomp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without ontology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td></td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td></td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with ontology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>3/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td></td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>3/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td></td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td></td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td></td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td></td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>3/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precision: the number of correctly detected errors / the number of detected errors.
Recall: the number of correctly detected errors / the number of errors.

Table 5.15 Averages of recall and precision metrics in Experiment 5 (higher is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>with ontology</th>
<th>without ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>39.4%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>76.1%</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.16 shows the averages of this metrics. The averages of harmonic mean of 4W1H errors, incomplete errors, off-topic errors and other errors of results by group with ontology were higher than those by group without ontology. On all type of errors, the group using ontology had average of harmonic mean as 45.4% which was higher than that 16.5% by the group working freely. It shows that in major cases in the second experiment, using ontology had positive effect in checking requirements specification.
5.3 Two Experiments with More Participants

Figure 5.11 Recall and precision metrics of results in Experiment 5.

Figure 5.12 Harmonic mean metrics in Experiment 5.
Table 5.16 Averages of harmonic mean metrics in Experiment 5 (higher is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>with ontology</th>
<th>without ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4W1H</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>28.9%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-topic</td>
<td>64.6%</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>39.8%</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>45.4%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.3 Discussion

In major results of both experiments, the numbers of correctly detected errors by the group using ontology were higher than those by the group working freely. On average, the recall, precision, and harmonic mean metrics of the results by group using ontology were higher. It suggests that using ontology-based method can help improve the percentage of correctly detected errors in verification of software requirements.

However, the performance of detection of off-topic errors and other errors (redundancy, inconsistency, ambiguity) by groups with method were not high. It is easy and effective to detect incomplete errors and 4W1H errors by ontology-based verification method. However, it is not easy to detect other types of errors using ontology. The ontology-based verification method will provide suggestions of potential errors, and human will evaluate finally whether these problems are really errors. The method uses assumptions about redundant and ambiguous errors (two requirements mapping to a same function in ontology might have a similar meaning so they might be redundant; a requirement mapping to two different nodes in ontology might have two meanings so it might be ambiguous). The improvement of these assumptions is left as a topic in future research.

It is also not easy to detect off-topic errors. The results of off-topic errors by group using ontology were better in Experiment 5, but the results of the group working freely were better in Experiment 4. The ontology-based verification method detects off-topic errors by finding requirements that are not mapped to any node in requirements ontology. Because these requirements do not correspond to functions in the domain, they might be out of scope of the problem domain. If the subjects made wrong mapping requirements to ontology or wrong evaluation of potential off-topic errors, the quality of results would be decreased.

Harmonic mean is considered as an indication of quality of detected errors. The higher
### Table 5.17 Improvement of harmonic mean (%) by using ontology comparing to not using ontology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Difference (harmonic mean)</th>
<th>Sign (+, −, .)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4W1H Incomp. Off-topic Others</td>
<td>4W1H Incomp. Off-topic Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>72.7 0.0 0.0 -16.7</td>
<td>+ . . −</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>66.7 70.6 0.0 -46.2</td>
<td>+ + . −</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>80.0 61.5 66.7 21.8</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>72.7 52.0 66.7 -39.4</td>
<td>+ + + −</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>61.5 84.2 0.0 -7.8</td>
<td>+ + . −</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>80.0 42.9 -66.7 19.2</td>
<td>+ + − +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>61.5 -10.5 0.0 15.9</td>
<td>+ − . +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>28.6 31.6 -26.7 3.6</td>
<td>+ + − +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>28.6 47.6 16.7 22.2</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>90.9 4.9 13.3 44.4</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>0.0 6.8 0.0 29.5</td>
<td>. + . +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>60.0 22.2 33.3 44.9</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>60.0 22.2 13.3 0.0</td>
<td>+ + + .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>90.9 22.2 -100.0 -16.7</td>
<td>+ + − −</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>28.6 31.6 0.0 36.4</td>
<td>+ + . +</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Difference: harmonic mean (with ontology) – harmonic mean (without ontology)

Sign: (+) if Difference > 0; (−) if Difference < 0; (.) if Difference = 0

**Total:** 42 signs (+); 9 signs (−); 9 signs (.)

the harmonic mean is, the better the quality is. We subtract the harmonic mean metrics when using ontology to the harmonic mean metrics when working freely by all subjects and display the difference values in Table 5.17. The signs of the difference values are also shown in the right side of Table 5.17: sign (+) if the difference > 0; sign (−) if the difference < 0; sign (.) if the difference = 0. In total, there are 42 signs (+), 9 signs (−), and 9 signs (.). It means that by using ontology, the harmonic mean metrics are increased in 42 cases and decreased in 9 cases. Of the 9 cases of decreasing the harmonic mean, the major are in off-topic errors and other errors columns. However, in sign columns for off-topic and other errors in Table 5.17, the numbers of sign (+) are still bigger than the numbers of sign (−): six signs (+) and three signs (−) in off-topic column; nine signs (+) and five signs (−) in
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other errors column. The signs of differences of harmonic mean between using ontology and working freely show that using ontology-based method increases the harmonic mean in major cases.

In these two experiments, subjects with method used ontology but verified requirements by hand. They mapped requirements to ontology manually and reasoned errors manually, so they might make wrong mapping requirements to functions in ontology, might make mistakes in reasoning errors. The reasoning for errors sometimes requires recursive reasoning which is difficult to do manually. Those are the reasons that the recall metrics in these two experiments were lower than recall metrics in the previous three experiments. Nevertheless, subjects in the previous three experiments were supported by verification tool which allows automatically parsing of requirements, automatically mapping requirements to ontology using thesaurus, and reasoning for errors recursively.

To confirm the above reasons, we used verification tool to check SRSs in Experiment 4 and Experiment 5 again. We retrieved all reported problems in the SRSs by the verification tool. We considered these problems as potential errors. These potential errors were then evaluated by the same list of correctly detected errors in experiments. Recall and precision metrics are computed and displayed in Table 5.18. The table suggests that if we used verification tool and utilized all reported problems by the tool, the recall metrics could be much higher than verification by hand.

Table 5.18 Recall and precision metrics of results by applying verification tool on SRSs in Experiment 4 and Experiment 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verify SRS in Exp. 4 by tool</th>
<th>verify SRS in Exp. 5 by tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>87.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, the above analysis of results shows that ontology-based verification method has positive effect in Experiments 4 and Experiment 5. On average our method helps increase the number of correctly detected errors in software requirements. Based on errors found, requirements engineers will discuss with stakeholders to revise and improve the quality software requirements.
5.4 Limitations and Threats to Validity of the Evaluation Experiments

This section will discuss several issues of above evaluation experiments and possible solutions to them in future research.

5.4.1 Limitations

The evaluation by above five experiments still has some limitations as follows.

1. Recall metrics were not high. Table 5.19 summarizes recall metrics of results by several subjects in applying ontology-based verification method and verification tool. The table shows that students yielded lower recall metrics value than software engineers, and both results of them still had less than 80% of total errors in SRSs (the quantitative target at the end of Sect. 1.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>71.8%</td>
<td>students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
<td>software engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
<td>software engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 4</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>tool (by ourselves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 5</td>
<td>87.1%</td>
<td>tool (by ourselves)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.19 Recall metrics of results by different subjects with method.

Solution: By improving some aspects: the correctness and completeness of requirements ontology, the skill of subjects in using ontology-based method, we expect that the quantitative target could be attained.

2. In some experiments, the capability of the ontology-based method in detection of redundancy, ambiguity, and off-topic errors was not high. Reasons included incompleteness of the requirements ontologies and imperfectness of the pre-defined rules.

Solution: By improvement of the ontologies and the reasoning rules, the capability of detection of such errors would be increased. Through errors detected outside requirements ontology, we can add lack information to requirements ontology for later usage.
3. The experiments focused on evaluation of errors detection capability but did not evaluate rules definition capability. In the experiments, subjects have not been asked to define new rules.

Solution: Evaluation of rules definition should be studied in the future.

5.4.2 Threats to validity

There are some threats to validity of the above comparative experiments as follows.

1. Most of experiments used recall and precision metrics to evaluate results. These metrics might be not appropriate in some cases, because we do not know there are how many total of errors [1]. However, we have to accept a fact that “Testing shows the presence, not the absence of bugs” (Dijkstra) [7]. We evaluated the experiments results with the correct results which we can know.

Solution: Use expert opinions and repeated verification of SRS to learn how many total of errors exist in SRS.

2. How is about the scalability of our method? In the experiments, size of SRS and ontology was small (less than 50 requirements and 200 ontology nodes). In real software projects, the number of requirements and ontology nodes would be huge.

Solution: With large SRS and ontology, we can use verification tool to input large SRS/ontology/rules files and do verification automatically.

3. Experiments compared results by ontology-based method with results by working freely, but experiments have not compared results by our method with results by other related researches.

Solution: Conduct experiments to compare our method with other related works.

5.5 Chapter Summary

Experiments’ results suggest that our ontology-based verification method has positive effect on detection of errors in elicited requirements or requirements specification. The results by subjects with method were often better than results by subjects without method. Averagely, ontology-based verification method in experiments helps increasing recall metrics more than 10%. That increment of recall metrics is increment of performance by each subject using ontology-based method compared to himself/herself not using the method.
In the above experiments, the working method of groups without ontology was similar to inspections and reviews (a common method in requirements quality assurance). Therefore, at some level, experiments compared our ontology-based verification method with a likely common method in requirements quality assurance.

The efficiency of using ontology-based verification method depends on the completeness and correctness of domain ontology. Therefore, after built, requirements ontology needs to be checked and improved frequently. The verification of the correctness of requirements ontology will be covered in the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 6

Rule-based Verification Method of Requirements Ontology

On using ontology to support requirements engineering, quality of elicited requirements and requirements specification depends on quality of ontology. Therefore, after construction, ontology needs to be checked for correctness. Though there are many researches about ontology-based requirements elicitation (Sect. 2.2), there is no research about verifying quality of requirements ontologies (ontologies which supports requirements engineering). In this chapter, we present a verification method of the correctness of requirements ontology in order to improve the quality of the ontology.

Some researches provided methods to detect errors in OWL ontologies [21, 60]. In our opinion, requirements ontology should be described in OWL format—a common knowledge description language. Therefore, requirements ontology can be verified by methods which support reasoning with OWL such as in [21, 60]. In addition, some parts of our method can also be implemented using existing tools [37, 41, 65, 66]. However, we do not focus on implementation ways; instead, our research focuses on support requirements engineers to improve the quality of requirements ontology.

In concern for improvement of quality of requirements ontology, Huy and Ohnishi proposed a verification method of the correctness of requirements ontology using three types of rules [16]. A rule language and prototype system in Japanese was provided, but evaluation was not done. In this thesis, we extend Huy and Ohnishi’s work [16] with development of verification tool based on English (this chapter) and providing evaluation with the tool (next chapter).
6.1 A Verification Method of Requirements Ontology

Requirements ontology is a representation of domain knowledge about requirements, so requirements ontology should be consistent with domain rules. Domain rules specify constraints and conditions that requirements belonging to each domain should follow. The increasing size of requirements ontology makes it difficult to guarantee the correctness of it (For example, in a team where each person develops a part of ontology, and then they merge ontology parts together). A verification method of requirements ontology and a supporting tool are a solution for this problem.

In this section, we propose a method of verification of the completeness and the consistency of a requirements ontology by checking the consistency between the requirements ontology and a rule description that specify the correctness of the ontology. Firstly, we describe our rule language to specify the correctness of a requirements ontology.

6.1.1 Rules description language

Requirements ontology consists of: functional requirements, attributes of functional requirements, and relations among functional requirements. Therefore, there are several types of errors that might occur with requirements ontology: (1) lack of functional requirements, (2) lack or wrong descriptions of attributes, (3) lack or wrong relations. To verify the correctness of requirements ontology, we provide three types of rules: attributes rules, relations rules, and inference rules. The first type of rule statement is to specify the correctness of attributes of functional requirements in an ontology. The second type is to specify the correctness of relations between functional requirements. The last type is to specify inference of relations between functional requirements.

The first type of rules (attribute rules) specifies the correctness of attributes of functional requirements. The grammar of the first type of rules is shown below. Labels of bold fonts correspond to reserved words, while labels of italic fonts correspond to identifiers. “[A|B|C]” means selection of items.

```
Attribute-name [should| should not] be [where| who| why| when| how] information
  of function
```

For example, a rule description, “Students should be who information of register courses” (#1) (examples of rules are shown in Table 6.1), specifies agent of the functional requirements of the registration of courses. With this type of rules we can detect both wrong attributes and lack of attributes of functional requirements in an ontology.
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Table 6.1 Examples of rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R#</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Rule type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>Students should be who information of register courses</td>
<td>first type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>There exists a relation of complement between borrow books and return books</td>
<td>second type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>If complement(X, Y) and complement(Y, Z) then ADD complement(X, Z)</td>
<td>third type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>If complement(X, Y) and supplement(X, Y) then REMOVE supplement(X, Y)</td>
<td>third type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>Student should not be who information of * scores</td>
<td>first type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>There exists a relation of complement between register * and cancel *</td>
<td>second type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>There exists a relation of complement between register X and cancel X</td>
<td>second type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second type of rules (relation rules) specifies the correctness of relations between functional requirements in an ontology. The grammar of the second type of rule is shown below.

\[
\text{There exists a relation of [complement|exclusion|inconsistent|redundancy] between function1 and function2}
\]

For example, a rule description, “There exists a relation of complement between borrow books and return books” (#2), specifies a complement relation between the two functional requirements “borrow books” and “return books”. With this type of rules we can detect wrong relations and lack of relations between functional requirements in an ontology.

The third type of rules (inference rules) specifies conditions and actions on relations among functional requirements. The grammar of the third type of rules is shown below.

\[
\text{If [complement|supplement|exclusion|redundancy] (variable1, variable2) and [complement|supplement|exclusion|redundancy] (variable3, variable4) then [ADD|REMOVE] [complement|supplement|exclusion|redundancy] (variable5, variable6)}
\]

For example, a rule description, “If complement(X, Y) and complement(Y, Z) then ADD complement(X, Z)” (#3), specifies that the complement relation is transitive. An-
other rule description, “If complement(X, Y) and supplement(X, Y) then REMOVE supplement(X, Y)” (#4), means that relation of supplement between two functional requirements which are having relation of complement will be deleted. With this type of rules we can detect lack of relations and remove wrong relations in an ontology.

We can use wildcard symbols in rules. For example, a rule description, “Student should not be who information of * scores” (#5), specifies the wrong agent of the group of functions accessing scores. Another rule description, “There exists a relation of complement between register * and cancel *” (#6), specifies a complementary relation between the two groups of functions: registration of something and cancellation of something. However, rule (#6) might request complementary relation of unrelated functions, e.g., “register account” and “cancel order”. To fix this problem, we can use variables in rules (#5) and (#6). For example, rule (#6) can be rewritten such as “There exists a relation of complement between register X and cancel X” (#7). This revised rule specifies complementary relation between functions “register account” and “cancel account”, between functions “register order” and “cancel order”, and so on.

When rules writers detect an error in a requirements ontology, they can define a new rule to detect similar errors. For example, when users can wrongly register books in a requirements ontology of library system, the rules writers can write a rule such as “Users should not be who information of register *.” (It means that users should not register anything.) To support definition of rules, we provide examples of three types of rules, and these examples are easy to understand how to detect errors in an ontology, then rules writers can revise the examples to make their own rules. Of course, rules writers can also define new rules based on the rules grammars.

6.1.2 Verification of the correctness of requirements ontology

We compare each rule with information in requirements ontology, and check the consistency between them. If consistent, we inform that the requirements ontology satisfies the rule. If inconsistent, we inform that the ontology does not satisfy the rule and counter examples will be shown. The counter examples are useful to correct wrong parts of the ontology. Verification procedures are different for three types of rules.

The verification procedure for the first type of rules is described below, and is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.

1. Check whether functions specified in a rule exist in requirements ontology. If not exist, error message will be given and verification will be ended unsuccessfully.
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Figure 6.1 Flow of checking first type of rules.

(Flow of checking second & third types of rules are similar)

2. If exist, corresponding attribute of the functional requirements in the ontology will be derived and compared with specified attribute in the rule.

3. If same, verification will be ended successfully with a message: “successfully verified.”

4. If different, transform the attribute in the rule using a thesaurus, then compare the transformed attribute with the corresponding attribute in the ontology.

5. If still different, error message and two different attributes will be given. If the rule is
correct and the ontology seems wrong, the ontology will be automatically corrected after user’s approval.

As for the second type of rules, the verification procedure is as follows.

1. Check whether two functions specified in a rule exist in requirements ontology. If not exist, error message will be given and verification will be ended unsuccessfully.

2. If the two functions exist, check whether relation between the two requirements in the ontology is same as the relation in the rule.

3. If same, verification will be ended successfully with a message: “successfully verified.”

4. If different, error message and two different relations will be given. If the rule is correct and the ontology seems wrong, the ontology will be automatically corrected after user’s approval.

The verification procedure of the third type of rules is shown below.

1. Check whether functional requirements satisfied the two relations specified in the conditional part of a rule exist in requirements ontology. If not exist, error message will be given and verification will be ended unsuccessfully.

2. If exist, then list all of the functional requirements which are satisfied with the relation in the part of the rule. If ADD is specified in the rule, relations that do not exist in the ontology will be automatically added after user’s approval. If REMOVE is specified in the rule, relations that exist in the ontology will be automatically deleted after user’s approval.

6.2 A Supporting Tool for Verification of Requirements Ontology

We have developed a supporting tool for rule-based verification method with the three types of rules above. Fig. 6.2 shows configuration of the verification tool. The requirements ontology editor and the verification tool co-operate through a shared memory. The requirements ontology editor builds an ontology tree in memory and the verification tool can
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access that ontology tree to traverse through the tree; retrieve functions, attributes; and updates functions and attributes if users approve. The verification tool was written with Java on an Eclipse 3.5.2, and was one person-month product; the number of source code lines was 3,652. The verification tool provides six functions, namely to say, (1) input/saving of rule description files, (2) editing thesaurus, (3) editing rule descriptions and rule attributes, (4) analyzing rules, (5) retrieving rules, and (6) verifying requirements ontologies with rules. All implementations of the above functions are newly developed.

We will explain more about processing of rules by the rules interpreter (a module in Fig. 6.2). Firstly, a selected rule is classified into one of the three types of rules. Secondly, functions, attributes, and variables are extracted from the rule with regular expressions. Thirdly, the rules interpreter traverses through requirements ontology tree to compare functions, attributes in the tree with functions, attributes, and variables in the rule. The traversal and comparison are separated for each type of rules: for example, steps for the first type of rules are as in Fig. 6.1. The rules interpreter was written with Java, in 1,396 lines of code.

Fig. 6.3 shows verification with a type 1 rule. Attributes of a functional requirement specified in a rule will be compared with attributes of the requirements in the applied ontology. In Fig 6.3, the highlighted rule in the left box states that agent of the group of function of “# scores” should not be “student”. In the right box, verifier shows a verification result that the ontology is inconsistent with the rule, because in the ontology, the function “Change scores” has a wrong Who attribute such as “student”. The verification tool also suggests to delete that wrong information from ontology.

Fig. 6.4 shows a verification of a type 3 rule. In this figure, the rule specifies that if relation of supplement between x and y exists and relation of supplement between y and
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Figure 6.3 Verification of who information of a functional requirement.

If component \( x \) and redundancy \( \gamma \) then ADD redundancy \( \gamma \).
There exists a relation of redundancy between \( x \) and \( \gamma \).
There does not exist a relation of supplement between \( x \) and \( \gamma \).
There exists a relation of supplement between \( x \) and \( \gamma \).

6.3 Chapter Summary

We proposed a rule-based verification method of the correctness of requirements ontology. We have developed a supporting tool for ontology verification on the basis of the method and illustrated the behaviors of the tool with examples. In the following chapter, we will evaluate this rule-based verification method through experiments.
Figure 6.4 Verification with inference rule
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Evaluation of Rule-based Verification Method of Requirements Ontology

To evaluate the effect of using verification tool to support rule-based verification method of requirements ontology, we conducted two comparative experiments: Experiment 6 and Experiment 7. The subjects in the experiments were four students who studied information science. All subjects have been trained with errors types in requirements ontology and introduced with rule-based verification method. In each experiment, subjects were asked to check a same requirements ontology and submit results. Four subjects were divided into two groups, each group had two people; one group checked by tool (with tool) and the other group checked by hand (without tool). The group checking by hand was provided with ontology editor which allows to view functions structure, search for functions, and display attributes of functions. The group checking by tool was provided with ontology editor, and verification tool which allows to define checking rules and to verify automatically using rules. Both groups were provided with samples of checking rules for corresponding domains (pre-defined rules). The working method of two groups exchanged in the two experiments: the group using tool in the Experiment 6 checked by hand in the Experiment 7 and vice versa.

The major difference between using tool and not using tool is the capability to detect similar errors with a known error. All of the subjects know the correctness and the incorrectness of requirements ontology. For example, indispensable functional requirements should exist in ontology, wrong attributes of a functional requirement should not be specified, and wrong relationships should not be specified, and so on. Subjects with tool check requirements ontology and when they found an error, they can write a rule to detect similar errors. For example, if user is wrongly specified as an actor of a function of management
of rental object, they specify a rule that actor of functions of managing something should be staff. Then the tool can detect similar errors if exist. By contrast, subjects without tool check ontology and when they found an error, they correct the error, but they cannot easily detect similar errors without the tool. This is the major difference between subjects with/without tool. In other words, subjects with tool can easily detect similar errors using the tool, but subjects without tool detect similar errors with effort.

Similar to Chapter 5, we also used three metrics to compare the results: recall, precision, and harmonic mean.

## 7.1 Experiment 6

In this experiment, two groups of subjects checked a requirements ontology for “hotel reception desk software”. The requirements ontology included 80 function nodes; subjects were allowed 30 minutes to check and find errors in the requirements ontology. Subjects were requested to find errors such as: lacking or wrong 4W1H information, lacking or wrong relations between functional requirements.

Table 7.1 summarizes the recall and precision metrics of the results by two groups. We denote subjects as A, B, C, and D. Table 7.1 shows that all of the recall metrics and precision metrics of the results by the group with tool are higher than those by the group without tool.

**Table 7.1** Precision and recall metrics in Experiment 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metrics</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with tool</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>11 / 15</td>
<td>73.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>13 / 16</td>
<td>81.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without tool</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6 / 13</td>
<td>46.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>8 / 20</td>
<td>40.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precision: the number of correctly detected errors / the number of detected errors.

Recall: the number of correctly detected errors / the number of errors.
7.2 Experiment 7

In Experiment 7, subjects checked a requirements ontology for “asset management software”. The requirements ontology included 51 function nodes; subjects were also allowed 30 minutes to check the requirements ontology. Table 7.2 summarizes the recall and precision metrics of the results by two groups. The table shows that all of the recall metrics and precision metrics of the results by the group with tool are higher than those by the group without tool, though two groups have exchanged working method.

Table 7.2 Precision and recall metrics in Experiment 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metrics</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without tool</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>9 / 14</td>
<td>64.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>8 / 14</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with tool</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>11 / 14</td>
<td>78.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>14 / 16</td>
<td>87.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precision: the number of correctly detected errors / the number of detected errors.
Recall: the number of correctly detected errors / the number of errors.

7.3 Discussion

To illustrate the recall and precision metrics more visually, we show these values in 100% scale in Fig. 7.1. The figure displays that in all cases in the two experiments, the precision metrics and recall metrics of the results by group with tool were higher than metrics of the results by group without tool. The averages of the recall metrics and precision metrics of the results by using tool, as shown in Table 7.3, were 41.46% and 80.16%, respectively, higher than those average metrics by not using tool which were 25.96% and 51.90%, respectively.

The recall metrics of results by subjects using tool were not high (the average was 41.46%). To find the reason, we classify the correctly detected errors into three sources: (1) errors detected by pre-defined rules, (2) errors detected by definition of new rules, (3) errors detected by hand. Fig. 7.2 shows the portions of sources of errors found by subjects with method. Majority of errors were detected by using pre-defined rules, and only minority of errors were detected by definition of new rules and by hand (subject C in
Experiment 7). On the errors detected by pre-defined rules, the subjects with tool also did not utilize all the errors that the tool could detect. It was because of their unfamiliarity with rule-based verification method and tool, and because of limited time. The verification tool only suggested potential issues, and subjects evaluated whether these issues were errors. In the future, if subjects could master rule-based verification method and have more time to define new rules, the recall metrics would be higher.

There were errors detected by subjects with tool but not detected by subjects without tool. For example, in Experiment 6 about “hotel reception desk software”, there was an error of lacking of supplement relation between two functions: “split group receipt” and “process guest check out.” The group using tool detected this error by a rule of the third type: “If complement(x, y) and supplement(y, z) then ADD supplement(x, z)” (The reasoning was as follows: Because there existed a relation complement(split group receipt,
merge group receipt) and a relation supplement (merge group receipt, process guest check out), so we should add a relation supplement (split group receipt, process guest check out). However, not having support by reasoning engine of the verification tool, subjects without tool did not detect this error. Another example was that in Experiment 7 about “asset management software,” subject C (using tool) defined a new rule of the first type: “System should be who information of * session parameters.” Using this rule, subject C detected an error of wrong who attribute of function “set session parameters” in the requirements ontology, which was previously described as “staff.” Nevertheless, subjects without tool did not detect this error.

On the other hand, there were errors which were not detected by tool, but detected by hand. For example, in Experiment 7, there existed an error of lacking of supplement relation between functions “view unused assets” and “view list of assets.” This error was detected by the group without tool, but was not detected by the group with tool. Though this error can be detected with rule-based verification method by definition of a rule of the second type, subjects with tool did not find this error by mistake. In addition, detection of this error required knowledge of the domain “asset management software.” One solution is to provide a customization mechanism or rules to automatically apply the customized rules.
to ontologies in future work.

Table 7.4 summarizes the number of pre-defined rules and new rules which were defined by subjects using tool. Mostly pre-defined rules were used, but three new rules were described by subject C in Experiment 7 (The three new rules are shown in Table 7.5). One reason that new rules were not defined so much was that subjects were allowed a short time in each experiment (30 minutes). All the three new rules by subject C were syntactically and semantically correct. In definition of new rules, subjects were guided with examples of rules, and they used these examples to construct new rules.

**Table 7.4** The number of pre-defined rules and the no. of new rules defined by subjects with tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp. 1</th>
<th>Rules sources</th>
<th>no. of rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pre-defined rules</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>new rules by A</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>new rules by B</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 2</td>
<td>pre-defined rules</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>new rules by C</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>new rules by D</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.5** New rules defined by subject C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R#</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Rule type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#RC1</td>
<td>System should be who information of * session parameters</td>
<td>first type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#RC2</td>
<td>There exists a relation of supplement between Print X and Create X</td>
<td>second type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#RC3</td>
<td>There exists a relation of complement between Allocate * and Update *</td>
<td>second type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7.3 displays the distribution of harmonic mean metrics in scale of 100%. It shows that in results of all subjects, the harmonic mean metrics by using tool were higher than the harmonic mean metrics by not using tool.

In summary, the recall, precision, and harmonic mean metrics of results by using tool were higher than those of results by not using tool. It suggests that using the verifica-
Figure 7.3 Harmonic mean metrics in two experiments.

A tool with checking rules has positive effect in verification of requirements ontology, and helps improve the percentage and total of correctly detected errors in verification of requirements ontology. Based on errors found, requirements engineers will revise and improve the quality requirements ontology.

However, similar to Experiments 1 to 5, Experiments 6 and 7 still have some limitations and threats to validity as described in below sub-sections.

### 7.3.1 Limitations

1. Recall metrics were not high. In Experiments 6 and 7, recall metrics were not higher than 50%. Reasons included the facts that subjects with method described a few new rules and they did not utilize all the errors that the tool could detect.

   **Solution**: By applying rules customization, and improving skill of subjects in using the method in future experiments, we expect that recall metrics would be increased.

2. Subjects with method described a few new rules (only three). Reasons might be difficulties in specification of rules and limited time for each experiment (30 minutes).
Solution: Apply rules customization mechanism to help subjects describing rules more easily.

7.3.2 Threats to validity

1. The experiments had limited numbers of subjects (only four). The numbers of subjects were not high enough for satisfactory statistics.

   Solution: By conducting experiments with more subjects in the future, we can yield more reliable statistics results to evaluate our method.

2. All subjects in the experiments were students. It raises a question of effectiveness of our method in real projects of ontology development.

   Solution: Conduct experiments of rule-based verification method with other subjects than students to evaluate the effect of the method.

7.4 Chapter Summary

The experiments show that our rule-based verification method enables to detect incorrect components of requirements ontologies and improve the quality of requirements ontologies. Using a requirements ontology of good quality, we can elicit or verify requirements with good quality. In the future, we plan to provide a customization mechanism of rules to apply the rules to ontologies. The rule-based verification method of requirements ontology has potential to support verification of other ontologies.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Thesis Summary

This thesis focused on ontology-based approach for improving quality of software requirements document. Using requirements ontology model derived from previous researches [35, 43], an ontology-based verification method of software requirements was proposed. The verification mechanism uses rules for detection of errors in SRS. Rules are classified into domain independent rules which are described in advance, and user definition rules which are described latter by analysts. Through reasoning with rules, inaccurate or insufficient requirements can be detected. Reasoning results are then used to revise requirements document. We have developed an ontology-based verification tool to support our method. The tool helps analysts to detect errors in software requirements using ontology and rules, and generate questions to suggest revision of requirements.

We have conducted five comparative experiments to evaluate the effect of ontology-based verification method. In each experiment, a group of analysts used our method and another group did not. Results of experiments suggested that on average our ontology-based method has positive effect in verification of software requirements. Our method helped increasing the number of correctly detected errors in SRS, thus contributed to improvement of quality of SRS.

On using requirements ontology to support requirements engineering including requirements verification, quality of output requirements depends on quality of requirements ontology. Therefore, we also proposed a rule-based verification method of the correctness of requirements ontology with three types of rules. We have developed a supporting tool for ontology verification on the basis of the method and illustrated the behaviors of the tool with examples.
Chapter 8 Conclusion

The other two experiments on verification of requirements ontology show that our rule-based method enables to detect incorrect components of requirements ontologies and improve the quality of requirements ontologies. Using a requirements ontology of good quality, we can improve quality of software requirements.

8.2 Contributions

The thesis contributed to improving quality of software requirements specification in following ways:

1. Ontology-based verification method of software requirements was proposed. Requirements ontology and rules are used to find errors in software requirements. Requirements ontology is a type of domain knowledge about software requirements. Rules contain general knowledge (domain independent rules) and domain knowledge (user definition rules). Therefore, ontology-based verification method utilizes domain knowledge and general knowledge to establish a reasoning mechanism for detection of errors in SRS and then improving quality of software requirements. Our method can be used to verify requirements which are stated in natural languages.

2. Ontology-based verification method was not only proposed as a prototype but it was also provided with detail guidelines and supportive implementation of each step in verification (Chapter 4).

3. A distinction of our ontology-based verification method is that existing researches support detection of errors in SRS with general rules, but our method supports detection of errors with user definition rules. Another key point of our method is automatic verification of natural languages SRS: automatic parsing of requirements sentences, automatic mapping of sentences to ontology, automatic reasoning of errors, automatic generation of questions for revising requirements. These automations help shortening verification time of SRS (discussed in sub-Sect. 5.1.3).

4. Application of ontology-based verification method does not cost much resource. In experiments (in Chapter 5), it took about 90 minutes to train participants about the method. The subjects understood the method quickly and could apply it instantly.

5. Our ontology-based verification method does not only verify quality of requirements specification, but it can also verify quality of initial requirements or elicited requirements. Fig. 8.1 illustrates the fact that our method can be applied in early stages
8.3 Future Works

of requirements engineering such as elicitation or evaluation as a contribution to the field.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 8.1** A contribution of our research to requirements engineering.

6. Not only ontology-based verification method contributes to good quality of software requirements, but correctness of requirements ontology also does. For that purpose, a rule-based verification method for guarantee the correctness of requirements ontology was proposed.

### 8.3 Future Works

There still exists several issues in our current research such as: weakness in detection of some specific types of errors, and difficulty for users of the methods to specify new rules. Future works of this research includes the following topics to solve them.

1. Improve method of detection of errors in software requirements.

   In some cases of specific types of errors such as: inconsistency, redundancy, and ambiguity, the effectiveness of the ontology-based verification method was still limited (Chapter 5). The improvement of method to detect these errors are left as a future research topic.
2. Improve processing of requirements sentences.
   In implementation, we can extract 4W1H information from requirements sentences but we still cannot classify types of 4W1H easily (Sub-sect. 4.6.1). Requirements also can be mapped to ontology using other clues (4W1H information), instead of only verb and nouns as in our current method. Therefore, we can study more on how to extract information from requirements sentences and how to map them to ontology nodes exactly.

3. Study more on revision of requirements.
   In our ontology-based verification method of software requirements, we focused on detection of errors. Though our method supports generate questions for revision of requirements, that feature was only used in Experiment 1 (in Chapter 5). In the future, we can study more on how to revise requirements based on verification results.

4. Verify full sentence meaning of requirements statements.
   In this thesis, we verify software requirements using verbs, nouns, and 4W1H information in requirements sentences. Is it possible to verify full meanings of requirements sentences? Suppose that requirements are stated in controlled languages (Controlled languages use limited words and simple grammar). We can translate the requirements to first-order logic and conduct model checking. This method can be used to check full meanings of requirements statements, and can be applied in critical systems.

5. Conduct larger experiments.
   Experiments in this thesis have evaluated the effect of our methods, but they were still on a small scale. In the future, we plan to evaluate our methods through larger experiments (in number of participants, size of SRS and ontology). User definition rules provide an extension to ontology-based verification method, but it was not used in the experiments, so we also would like to apply this extension in future experiments. In addition, since sometimes we do not know there are how many total of errors [1], we expect to apply a better evaluation than recall and precision in future experiments.

6. Study more on rule-based verification method of requirements ontology.
   We proposed rule-based verification method of requirements ontology and evaluated the method. But in the experiments (in Chapter 7), subjects described only a few new rules (mostly pre-defined rules were used), and the percentage of correctly detected
errors was not high (less than 50%). In the future, we plan to propose a rules customization mechanism to help subjects describing rules. In addition, the rule-based verification method of requirements ontology has potential to support verification of other ontologies.

7. Use data ontology in verification.
Data ontology represents a hierarchy and relations of objects in a system. Data ontology has potential usefulness in requirements engineering because it represents domain knowledge including data structures in the application domain. The research in this thesis focused on usage of requirements ontology, but it still does not utilize data ontology. In the future, we can study on usage of data ontology to support requirements elicitation or verification.

8. Other research directions.
Our current requirements ontology model is not capable of representing time order/sequence of events/activities, so it cannot help detection of errors relating to sequence of requirements. In the future, we expect to extend requirements ontology model so it can represent sequence of functional requirements, e.g., integration of a temporal logic approach to requirements ontology model.

We claimed that requirements should be written using natural languages, but diagrammatic notations are common in nowaday SRS. We can study on whether requirements ontology can support detection of errors in data-flow diagram and UML diagrams.

We use rules and ontology in reasoning errors in software requirements, but we have concerned only about correctness of requirements ontology. Therefore, the correctness of rules might also be a topic in future research.
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Appendix A: Reference data of Experiment 1

Final list of functional requirements of QMS system found by subject S3

1. Upon arriving at city hall, citizens get tickets at ticket machine.
2. After finish processing with a citizen, staffs call next citizen in.
3. The LED displays at staffs counters show the calling ticket.
4. The central LED display shows three recent called tickets.
5. The speaker informs the citizen turn.
6. Staffs can call any ticket number from queue.
7. If citizens do not come, staffs call them again.
8. Staffs can use microphone to call citizen directly.
9. QMS system displays guideline how to use the system for citizens.
10. Citizens can reserve tickets in advance through internet. They will be informed the time that they should be at the city hall.
11. Citizens can reserve tickets through telephone or SMS.
12. Citizens can choose priority order if deserved.
13. Start session: Staffs login the QMS system; the system then establish working environment for staffs.
14. Staffs can view list of tickets in queues.
15. Staffs can filter queuing tickets for their counters.
16. Staffs will transfer citizens to other counters if the citizens have chosen wrong services codes.
17. Staffs can move the absent ticket to the end of queue.
18. Staffs can cancel citizens turn if after calling for certain of time no citizen comes in.
19. Staffs can stop transactions at their counters for certain of time.
20. When staffs log off QMS system, it will save log history of them.
21. Administrators can view list of staffs.
22. Add a staff
23. Edit a staff
24. Delete a staff
25. Administrators can view list of counters.
26. Add a counter
27. Edit a counter
28. Delete a counter
29. Administrators can view list of services for citizens at city hall.
30. Add a service
31. Edit a service
32. Delete a service
33. Administrators assign services to be processed at corresponding counters.
34. Administrators assign staffs to sit at corresponding counters.
35. Administrators can update chains of services. A chain of services includes an order of counters that citizens must follow to finish a transactions.
36. Administrators can view reports
37. Statistics on number of citizens per services
38. Statistics on transactions time
39. Statistics on waiting time of citizens
40. Administrators can view log of using system: users, functions, date time, actions, and results.
41. Administrators can set up system parameters.
42. Backup system
43. Restore system
44. Administrators can delete tickets in queue.
45. At the beginning of working day, all existing tickets in queue will be deleted, and new tickets are issued starting from 1.
46. Stop queue: stop issuing tickets
47. Resume queue: continue issuing tickets
## Appendix B: Reference data of Experiment 4

### R1. Manage schedule of managers.
### R2. Manage schedule of departments.
### R3. Manage schedule of staffs.
### R4. Staffs have to log in system with accounts in order to view schedule.
### R5. Staffs can search schedule of the company and schedule of other people.
### R6. A staff can update schedule of other staffs if the schedule has changed.
### R7. Staffs can update schedule of their departments.
### R8. Only secretary can create schedule of managers.
### R9. Only managers can delete schedule of departments.
### R10. A staff can view working schedule of other staffs.
### R11. Managers can view working schedule of staffs.
### R12. We want to display our working schedule in a screen at the entrance of our building.
### R13. The screen will show some special news for that day.
### R14. A secretary will input schedule of the company.
### R15. Staff can create working events of his/her department.

**Figure B1** SRS of a managing schedule software for a company.
Table BI Requirements ontology of managing schedule software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>4W1H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.1 View schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.1 View weakly schedule</td>
<td>c F.1.2</td>
<td>How: this weak by default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.2 View daily schedule</td>
<td>s F.1.1</td>
<td>How: current day by default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.3 View event detail</td>
<td>s F.1.2</td>
<td>How: current day by default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2 Manage schedule of manager</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.1 View schedule of manager</td>
<td>i F.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.2 Search schedule of manager</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.3 Create schedule of manager</td>
<td>c F.2.5</td>
<td>Who: secretary, manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.4 Update schedule of manager</td>
<td>s F.2.3</td>
<td>Who: secretary, manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.5 Delete schedule of manager</td>
<td>c F.2.3</td>
<td>Who: administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3 Manage schedule of department</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.1 View schedule of department</td>
<td>i F.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.2 Search schedule of department</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.3 Create schedule of department</td>
<td>c F.3.5</td>
<td>Who: secretary, manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.4 Update schedule of department</td>
<td>s F.3.3</td>
<td>Who: secretary, manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.5 Delete schedule of department</td>
<td>c F.3.3</td>
<td>Who: administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4 Manage schedule of staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4.1 View schedule of staff</td>
<td>i F.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4.2 Search schedule of staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4.3 Create schedule of staff</td>
<td>c F.4.3</td>
<td>Who: that person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4.4 Update schedule of staff</td>
<td>s F.4.3</td>
<td>Who: that person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4.5 Delete schedule of staff</td>
<td>c F.4.3</td>
<td>Who: administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.5 Manage system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.5.1 Log in system</td>
<td>c F.5.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.5.2 Log out system</td>
<td>c F.5.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.5.3 Create user account</td>
<td>s F.5.1</td>
<td>Who: administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.5.4 Assign user right</td>
<td>s F.5.3</td>
<td>Who: administrator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation of relations: c - complement, s - supplement, i - inheritance
I. 4W1H errors (lacking or wrong description of functional requirements):
   - R6: (wrong Who) Requirements: “A staff” vs. Ontology: “that person”
   - R7: (wrong Who) Requirements: “Staffs” vs. Ontology: “secretary, manager”
   - R8: (wrong Who) Requirements: “Only secretary” vs. Ontology: “secretary, manager”
   - R15: (wrong Who) Requirements: “Staff” vs. Ontology: “secretary, manager”

II. Incomplete errors (lacking functions):
   - F.1 View schedule
     - F.1.1 View weakly schedule
     - F.1.2 View daily schedule
     - F.1.3 View event detail
   - F.2.4 Update schedule of manager
   - F.2.5 Delete schedule of manager
   - F.4.3 Create schedule of staff
   - F.4.5 Delete schedule of staff
   - F.5.2 Log out system
   - F.5.3 Create user account
   - F.5.4 Assign user right

III. Redundant errors (duplicate requirements):
   - R8 and R14 express the same function “create schedule of manager”
   - R10 and R11 express the same function “view schedule of staff”

IV. Ambiguous errors (multiple-meaning requirements):
   - R5 expresses three functions: “search schedule of manager”, “search schedule of department” and “search schedule of staff”
   - R12 expresses two functions: “view schedule of manager” and “view schedule of department”
   - R14 expresses two functions: “create schedule of manager” and “create schedule of department”

V. Off-topic errors (out of scope requirements):
   - R13 is not a function of managing schedule software.

**Figure B2** Correctly detected errors in SRS of managing schedule software.
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R1. We want a “Test Editor” which allows creation of tests; each test includes a set of multiple-choice quizzes.

R2. The Test Editor exports a test to HTML file.

R3. A test file in HTML can run independently in web browsers.

R4. The tool allows declaring parameters of test: number of quizzes, with suggestions or without suggestions, limited time or unlimited time.

R5. Teachers can insert quizzes to a test.

R6. Teachers can create a crossword puzzle with the Test Editor.

R7. Teachers can add new quizzes to an exported test file in HTML.

R8. Teachers can mix quizzes in a test.

R9. Teachers can create quizzes bank with the tool.

R10. The tool can generate a test from quizzes bank.

R11. Teachers can reuse a previous test and permute quizzes to make several tests.

R12. The tool can generate different tests with a same number of quizzes.

R13. Teachers can export quizzes from quizzes bank and share with other teachers.

Figure C1 SRS of a test editor.
Table CI Requirements ontology of test editor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>4W1H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.1 Create a new quiz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.1 Add an answer</td>
<td>c F.1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.2 Remove an answer</td>
<td>c F.1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.3 Change answers order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.4 Insert image into quiz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.1.5 Insert equation into quiz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2 Create quizzes bank</td>
<td>s F.3.2, F.3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.1 Insert a quiz to bank</td>
<td>c F.2.2; i F.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.2 Remove a quiz from bank</td>
<td>c F.2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.3 Import quizzes from file</td>
<td>c F.2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2.4 Export quizzes to file</td>
<td>c F.2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3 Create a test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.1 Declare test parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td>How: tests with suggestions allow unlimited time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.2 Generate a test from bank</td>
<td></td>
<td>How: randomly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.3 Insert a quiz from bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.4 Insert a quiz directly</td>
<td>i F.1</td>
<td>Where: begin of test, end of test, after certain quiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.5 Remove a quiz from test</td>
<td></td>
<td>How: select the quiz number to delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.6 Mix quizzes in a test</td>
<td></td>
<td>How: mix randomly, mix by groups of quizzes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.7 Mix answers choices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.8 Save a test</td>
<td>s F.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.9 Export a test</td>
<td>s F.3.8</td>
<td>How: to HTML, Word files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.3.10 Print a test</td>
<td>s F.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation of relations: c - complement, s - supplement, i - inheritance
I. 4W1H errors (lacking or wrong description of functional requirements):
   - R2: (lack How) Ontology: “How: to HTML, Word files”
   - R4: (lack How) Ontology: “How: tests with suggestions allow unlimited time”
   - R5: (lack Where) Ontology: “Where: begin of test, end of test, after certain quiz”
   - R8: (lack How) Ontology: “How: mix randomly, mix by groups of quizzes”

II. Incomplete errors (lacking functions):
   - F.1 Create a new quiz
     - F.1.1 Add an answer
     - F.1.2 Remove an answer
     - F.1.3 Change answers order
     - F.1.4 Insert image into quiz
     - F.1.5 Insert equation into quiz
     - F.2.1 Insert a quiz to bank
     - F.2.2 Remove a quiz from bank
     - F.2.3 Import quizzes from file
     - F.3.1 Insert a quiz from bank
     - F.3.2 Insert a quiz directly
     - F.3.3 Remove a quiz from test
     - F.3.4 Mix answers choices
     - F.3.5 Save a test
     - F.3.10 Print a test
     - Create hints for answer choice

III. Redundant errors (duplicate requirements):
   - R8 and R11 express the same function “mix quizzes in a test”
   - R10 and R12 express the same function “generate a test from bank”
   - R11 and R12 express the same function “mix quizzes in a test”

IV. Inconsistent errors (contradict requirements):
   - R1 contradicts with R6: “multiple-choice quizzes” and “crossword puzzle”

V. Ambiguous errors (multiple-meaning requirements):
   - R5 expresses two functions: “insert a quiz from bank”, “insert a quiz directly”
   - R7 expresses two functions: “insert a quiz from bank” and “insert a quiz directly”
   - R12 expresses two functions: “generate a test from bank” and “mix quizzes in a test”

VI. Off-topic errors (out of scope requirements):
   - R3: “run in web browsers” is not a function of test editor software.
   - R6: “create a crossword puzzle” is not a function of test editor software, since “each test includes a set of multiple-choice quizzes.”

**Figure C2** Correctly detected errors in SRS of test editor.